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u mti GOU«T OF APPEALS 
BRIEF 
UTAH 
DOCUMENT 
KFU 
50 
£XKET NO. i M O i i l 
MITCHELL J. OLSEN 
Utah State Bar No. J8 4S 
OLSEN 5. OLSEN 
Attorneys for Defendant.-. 
8138 South State Street 
Midvale, Utah 8 404 7 
Telephone: 2 5 5-717o 
IN THE DISTRICT C >URT OF i ME THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAK. COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
GARRARD GARAGE AND L M Pi. F ME NT-
CORPORATION , a L" ..i.'. 
corporation, 
P1 a i n r. l f f , 
vs. 
LEWIS H. MOUSLEY, KL'ill :•:. 
MOUSLEY, EFFIE P. MOUSLSY, 
OLIVE E. MOUSI.EY, FA] SAID R. 
MOUSLEY, BAYARD W. MOUS1SY, 
OWEN MOUSLEY, ARLIN MOUfLEY, 
NORMA M. WEBB, ELNA M. 
THOMPSON, SPENCER BLAKE, 
ERVEENA BLAKE, PEARL M. 
NIELSEN, WYMAN I. NIELSS.M JR., 
and JOHN DOES 1 through 3, 
Defendants. 
LEWIS II. MOUSLEY, RUTH M. 
MOUSLEY, EFFIE P. MOUSItY, 
OLIVE E. MOUSLEY, FA IRA! D R. 
MOUSLEY, BAYARD W. MOUS1FY, 
OWEN MOUSLEY, ARLIN MOLLIFY, 
NORMA M. WEBB, ELNA M. 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
7 
Civil NO J^SS-i^tt 
Honorable Scott Daniels 
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ij THOMPSON, 
Cross-Claimants, 
! v s * 
I  SPENCER BLAKE, ERVEENA BLAKE, 
I! Cross-Defendants, 
LEWIS H. MOUSLEY, RUTH M. 
MOUSLEY, EFFIE P. MOUSLEY, 
OLIVE E. MOUSLEY, FAIRALD R. 
MOUSLEY, BAYARD W. MOUSLEY, 
OWEN MOUSLEY, ART, IN MOUSLEY, 
NORMA M. WEBB, ELNA M. 
THOMPSON, 
Third Party 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, SRI COMPANY, 
a Utah corporation, VALLEY 
BANK AND T3UST COMPANY, 
a Utah corporation, 
Third Party 
Defendants. 
The above entitled v *ter came on regularly for trial 
before the Honorable Scott D.,riels, on October 12, 1989 and 
October 19, 1989. The plaintilJ was present and was represented 
by his attorney, David Maddox c the law firm Maddox and Snuffer. 
The defendant Owen Mousley was present tepresentiag the Mousley 
Estate. Mr. Owen Mousley w represented by ais attorney, 
Mitchell J. Olsen of the law firm 01 sen and Olse.i. The Cross-
« I 1 r \ /-N y-v 
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Defendants Spencer BlaKe and ,?rveena Blake were not present and 
were not represented by coui f.;el. A Default Certificate had 
previously been executed by the court wherein the default of 
Spencer Blake and Erveena Bla o was duly entered according to 
law. The third party defendai 's SRI Company and Valley Bank And 
Trust were duly notified of th.s trial dotes but failed to appear 
at trial and were not represen ed by counsel at the trial. 
The plaintiff and t-ie defendant presented evidence by 
stipulation, documents, witnesr.es, and argument. 
The Court being ful / advised in the premises and good 
cause appearing therefore, row makes ond enters the following 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law: 
Findir ?s of Fact 
1. On the first du of February, 1978, the plaintiff 
purchased certain real property from the Mousleys. 
2. The purchase p Lee was $250,000.00 (two hundred 
fifty thousand dollars), 
3. The down payim ••: was $50,000.00 (fifty thousand 
dollars) . 
4. In exchange ft the $5u,000.00 ffifty thousand 
dollars), the Mousleys conveyer .? (two) <ores to the plaintiff. 
5. The remaining .-• 200, COO. CO (two hundred thousand 
dollars) was payable as follow:-: 
$20,000,00 (twenty thousand dollars) per year plus 
accrued interest it the rate of rt % per annum 
commencing on January 30, 197li, and every 30th day of 
January thereafter .rtil the balance with interest 
was paid in full. 
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6. The Mousleys r -veyed the property to Alta Title 
Company to facilitate conveyance. 
7. Alta Title Compiry eventually filed bankruptcy. 
8. Pursuant to paragraph 7 of the Real Estate Sales 
Agreement (hereinafter agreement), fhe plaintiff agreed to 
construct a 50 (fifty) foot ight of way and construct a 16 
(sixteen) foot bridge. 
9. The right of wa was never constructed. 
10. The bridge was ever constructed. 
11. On March 2, 19"; '), the plaintiff was served with a 
Notice of Default. 
12. The Notice c ' Default was served upon the 
plaintiff because the plainti. -J failed to pay the January 30, 
1979, installment; uh..- 1978 roperty .axes and the 1978 water 
assessments; and failure to c struct * he bridge and right of 
way. 
13. On March 15, "79, the plaintiff conveyed the 
property to Spencer Blake ar ; Erveena Blake by Uniform Real 
Estate Contract and Assignment ff thp Mcusley Agreement. 
14. On March 17, 1 73, the plaintiff, the Mousleys, 
and Spencer Blake executed an ,ddendum to the Agreement. 
15. In the addendur , the plaintiff and Spencer Blake 
agreed to pay all property tax* ^  and wat* r assessments commencing 
February 1, 1978. 
16. On March 15, 1979, Spencer Blake executed a 
personal guarantee in whic i he guaranteed the terms and 
conditions of the Agreement. 
17. In April, 198;, the plaintiff and Spencer Blake 
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i were served a Notice of Default. 
i 
l! 18. The Notice oi Default was served because the 
I 
v p l a i n t i f f and Spencer Blake f a i l e d t o pay t h e J a n u a r y 1982, 
j| i n s t a l l m e n t ; t h e 1981 p r o p e r t y t a x e s and t h e 1981 water 
I a s sessment s ; and f a i l e d to cor s t r u c t the r i g h t of way and bridge. 
ji 
j| 19. In April, 198
 f the plaintiff and Spencer H^ake 
, were served a Notice of Default. 
it 
ij 20. The Notice of Default was served because the 
jj plaintiff and Spencer Blake failed to pay the January 1984 
[j installment; the 1933 property taxes and the 1983 water 
• assessments; and had failed f ^ construe t the right of way and 
I! 
j; bridge. 
« 2 1 . In A p r i l , 193 J , N o t i c e s of Defaul t were served 
i; 
j, upon che plaintiff and Spencer Dlake. 
| 22. The Notices o Default were served because the 
I! plaintiff and Spencer Blake tailed to pay the January, 1985, 
[ installment; failed to pay th ? 1984 property taxes and the 1984 
| water assessments; and failed to constr'ict the right of way and 
j' bridge. 
I! 23. In 1985, the lousleys filed a Complaint against 
|| the plaintiff, Spencer Blake, <rd Erveer.=* Blake. 
ji 
ji 24. In 1985, Spence Blake filed Bankruptcy. 
| 25. Spencer Blake .aid the 1979, 1980, 1981, 1982, 
|| 1983, and 1984 installments. 
I 26. In 1985, Spender Blake deposited certain funds 
j! with Utah Title. 
, 27. Utah Title retu red said H'unds to Spencer Blake. 
I! 
'" 28. The plaintiff a-.d Spencer Blake have failed to pay 
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J the property taxes, on the subject property, for the years 1982, 
!j through 1989. 
29. A contract ( .^reinafter Lear Contract) dated 
H November 1, 1971, wherein Tat - M. Nyman and A. Viola Nyman are 
i  sellers and Maxwell lear an • Jeanetto S. Lear are buyers, was 
it placed in escrow with Alta T tie Company as security to insure 
Ij that the right of way and bridge were constructed by the 
I; plaintiff. 
Cone 1 usifKS of Law 
ij 1. The Agreement Tposes up n the Plaintiff the duty 
i! to build the bridge and consti -ct the right of way. 
J! 2. The Mousleys w^re provided an exclusive and 
(i 
Ij spec i f ic remedy in the event Lhe plaint i f f failed to construct 
j: the r ight of way and build lh< bridge. 
J| 3 . The e x c l u s i v e and s p e c i f i c remedy was the 
|l assignment of the Lear Contract to the Mousleys. 
ii 
4. The acceptance- <.f the delinquent payments by the 
I: Mousleys was a waiver of i. - Mouslevs claim for breach of 
|j contract result ing from the dr i nquent payments. 
ji 
j! 5. The buyers wai\ d strict compliance of the acreage 
j! release by the Mousleys. 
i! 6. Based on the acts and circumstances, the court 
i | finds an equitable remedy is £» f ropr ia te . 
j 7. That the Plaint ff be granted 90 days to reinstate 
II the Agreement. 
I 8 . That in order ?o r e i n s t a t e the Agreement, the 
j; plaintiff must complete the fo: 'owing: 
I " a. Pay to t l v Mousleys the principal due and 
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owing on the Agreement in '. i.e amount' of $80 ,000.00 (Eight\ 
Thousand Dollars). 
b. Pay to the Mousleys the accrued interest fron 
August 1, 1984, to the date he Agreenent is reinstated. As ot 
Jan 1, 199C, the accrued interest i-> $37,682.36 (Thirty Sever 
Thousand Sax Hundred Figh*-y "wo Dollars and Thirty Six Cents). 
Interest, thereafter, shall accrue $17.53 (Seventeen Dollars anc 
Fifty Three Cents) per diem. 
c. Pay the property taxes on the subject property 
from 1982 through the date th Agreement is reinstated. 
d. Pay the eater assessments on the subject 
property from 1985 through tht date the Agreement is reinstated. 
9. That the Mouslays be granted judgment against th< 
plaintiff, on the Lear Contr ct, in the amount of $18,850. 
(Eighteen Thousand Eight Hund <• d Fifty Collars) plus interest a 
the rate of 7 1/2% (Seven and One Half Percent) from the 1st d^ 
of February, 1979, until tl ^  judgment amount plus interest i, 
paid in full. 
10. That in the ev< «.t the plaintiff fails to reinstate 
the agreement, the Mousleys be granted judgment against th^ 
plaintiff in the amount of $ 0,000.00 (Eighty Thousand Dollars 
plus accrued interest at th rate of 8% from August 1, 19P-4 
through January 1, 1390, ii the amount of $37,682.36 (Thirty 
Seven Thousand Six Hundred E ghty Twv Dollars and Thirty Six 
Cents) plus interest of 17. .1% per diem until the judgment l 
paid in full. 
11. That the Mouslf y.: convey to the plaintiff, by qui* 
claim deed, a total of 17 (se \ nteen) , :res of the real properl ,* 
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!! 
ij 
I! s e t f o r t h i n t h e A g r e e m e n t , 
S| 1 2 . T h a t t h e r e a l \ r , -per ty c o n v e y e d by t h e M o u s l e y s t o 
I; t h e p l a i n t i f f b e r e l e a s e d p u r s u a n t t o P a r a g r a p h 6 o f t h e 
j! A g r e e m e n t , t o w i t : 
jt 
I* "It is furthe_. agreed that with each additional 
l! 
ji $7,000.00 (Seven Thousand Do?'. ;irs) pai^ l by buyers on principal, 
ij one acre v/ill be released wi» h the express provision that th, o^ 
|; acres shall be released on ti a 34 acre tract for each one acre 
ji released on the 12 acre tract , and the first six acres released 
!; shall be from the 34 acre tra<- f . All the property released shall 
j! be contiguous and adjoining Toperty, and shall not affect the 
P frontage of the 12 acre piece cr the 5u' foot right of wayf and 
\\ 
i) shall not affect the frontage and entry of the 34 acre tract as 
i 
i to landlock or otherwise d-p.ciate r;d property and must be 
[; approved by Sellers." 
j, 1 3 . T h a t t h e Moush. y , r e l e a L * and c o n v e y t h e f o l l o w i n g 
|l r e a l [ p r o p e r t y t o t h e p l a i n t i f f y q u i t * l a i m d e e d : 
I' P a r c e l A; B e g i m ; g a t a i ' o i n t w h i c h i s 
j; NORTH 0 0 0 5 7 * 2 0 " E! ^ 8 2 2 . 6 1 f e e t from t h e 
!| S o u t h Q u a r t e r C( : n e r o f S e c t i o n 1 1 , 
j| T o w n s h i p 4 S o u t h , 7i i nge 1 W e s t , S a l t L a k e 
P B a s e and M e r i d i a n ; nrri r u n n i n g t h e n c e NORTH 
|| 0 0 ° 5 7 ' 2 0 " EAST 4 3 ^ . 1 0 f e e t ; t h e n c e I40RTH 
j 3 9 ° 4 6 , 3 7 " EAST 13 ( . 2 4 f e e t ; t h e n c e SOUTH 
I 0 0 ° 3 6 ' 3 1 " WEST 4 9"). 70 f e e t : ; t h e n c e SOUTH 
j; 8 9 ° 5 6 , 0 0 n WEST 1 3 ? r - . M f e e t t o t h e P o i n t o f 
| B e g i n n i n g , C o n t a i n ? ^ 5 . 0 0 A c ; e s . 
ji SUBJECT TO a R i g t ' . - o f - W a y o v e r t h e EAST 
|j ' 5 0 . 0 0 f e e t of t h e < >ve d e s c r i b e d p r o p e r t y . 
!i 
|j ALSO TOGETHER WITH i R i g h t - o f - W a y o v e r Utah 
Ji P o w e r a n d L i g h t r o p e r t y d e s c r i b e d a s 
i! follows: 
ut)228 
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Beg inn ing at a Poii •- on t h e MORTH Boundary 
L ine of t h e S o u t h e a s t Q u a r t e r of S e c t i o n 
l l f T o w n s h i p 4 So t h , Range 1 West , S a l t 
Lake Base and Meri ' i a n ; and t h e EAST l i n e 
of t h e U t a h P o w e r a n d L i g h t C o m p a n y ' s 
c o r r i d o r , which i s 1162.00 f e e t WEST, more 
o r l e s s , a l o n g t h : Q u a r t e r S e c t i o n L i n e 
from t h e EAST one g a r t e r c o r n e r of s a i d 
S e c t i o n 1 1 , t h e n c - SOUTH 0 ? . ° 2 2 , 1 2 M EAST 
1 2 1 1 . 3 1 f e e t ; t hen ^e SOUTH C>6°31%41n WEST 
1 9 7 . 3 2 f e e t ; thenc o SOUTH n 2 ° 2 2 ' 1 2 " EAST 
13 0 .07 f e e t ; t h e n c e WEST 25 .9 J f e e t ; t h e n c e 
NORTH 1 7 5 . 8 1 f e e t ; t h e n c e NORTH 6 6 ° 3 1 ' 4 1 " 
EAST 2 0 0 . 6 4 f e e t ; t h e n c e NORTH 0 2 ° 2 2 , 1 2 " 
WEST 1164.CO f e e t ; t h e n c e NORTH 8 9 ° 3 7 , 0 6 " 
EAST 15 .01 f e e t t o he P o i n t of B e g i n n i n g . 
PARCEL B: Beg inn rc< a t a P o i n t which i s 
SOUTH 3 9 ° 3 7 , 0 6 " ' WE?"4 742 .50 foet . and SOUTH 
0 0 ° 1 5 , 3 6 " Wu.ST 34 . 99 f e e t from t h e E a s t 
Q u a r t e r C o r r e r of l e c t i o n 1 1 , T o w n s h i p 4 
S o u t h , Range 1 We t , S a l t f-ake IBase and 
M e r i d i a n ; a n d r u n n i n g t h e n c e SOUTH 
0 0 ° 1 5 , 3 6 " WEST 2 3 ' . 1 0 f e e t ; -hence COUTH 
8 9 ° 4 1 , 4 5 H WEST 37 .30 f e e t ; t h e n c e NORTH 
0 2 ° 1 7 , 4 9 " WEST 2 3 ' : 71 f e e t ; t h e n c e NORTH 
8 9 ° 3 7 , 0 6 " EAST 3**2. »'y f e e t t o t h e P o i n t of 
B e g i n n i n g . C o n t a i n s ? .00 A c r e s . 
SUBJECT TO a R i g h . - o f - W a y o v e r t h e WEST 
35 .00 f e e t cf t h e a -ove d e s c r i b e d p r o p e r t y . 
ALSO TOGETHER WITH . Right-of -Way o v e r Utah 
Power and T i g h t r r o p e r t y d e s c r i b e d a s 
f o l l o w s : 
B e g i n n i n g a t a Poir !; on t h e NORTH boundary 
l i n e of t h e S o u t h e a s t Q u a r t e r of S e c t i o n 
1 1 , T o w n s h i p 4 S c ^ t h , Range ! West, S a l t 
Lake Base and M e r i d i a n ; and t h e EAST l i n e 
of t h e U t a h P o w e v a n d L i g h t Company's 
c o r r i d o r , which i s 1162.00 foe*; WEST, more 
or l e s s , a l o n g t h Q u a r t e r S e c t i o n Line 
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from the EAST one 
Section 11, thenc 
1211.31 feet; ther 
197.32 feet; then' 
130.0 7 feet; thence 
NORTH 17 5.81 feet; 
EAST 200.64 feet; 
WEST 1164.CO feet; 
EAST 15.01 feet to 
quarter corner of said 
SOUTH 0?°22,12M EAST 
*o SOUTH GeosiMl" WEST 
o SOUTH r-2°22,12M EAST 
WEST 2 5.91. feet; thence 
thence NORTH 6 6°31 Ml" 
thence NORTH 02°22,12" 
4
 hence NORTH 89°37,06" 
he Point of Beginning. 
14. That the intere .t of the Mousleys in the followinq 
1 property is superior to a'l other interests and is therefore 
first position. 
Parcel C: Beginning < 
00°57'20" EAST 184. » 
Quarter Corner of £ > 
South, Range 1 We: u 
Meridian; and runnin ; 
EAST 638.58 feet; the -
1338.14 feet; thenc 
638.53 feet; thenc: 
1342.01 feet to th-
Contains 19.643 Acres. 
a Point which is NORTH 
feet from the South 
•tion 1', Township 4 
, Salt Lake Base and 
thence HORTH 00°57,20H 
o NORTH 89°56'00" EAST 
SOUTH 00°36,31" WEST 
SOUTH 89°56,00M WEST 
Point of Beginning. 
TOGETHER WITH a Right 
and Light Property der 
Beginning at a Point 
line of the Southeast 
Township 4 South, Ran 
and Meridian; and t*~ 
Power and Light Comp; 
1162.00 feet WEST, r 
Quarter Section Line ' 
corner of said Sec 
02°22,12" EAST 1211 
66 031'41" WEST 197 
02°22,12" EAST 130.07 
feet; thence NORTH V 
6 6 ° 3 1 f 4 r EAST 200 
02°22,12" WEST 1164 
89°37,06H EAST 15.0 
-of-Way over Utah Power 
cribed as follows: 
on the NORTH boundary 
Quarter of Section 11, 
^ 1 West, Salt.Lake Base 
<>. EAST line of the Utah 
".y's corridor, which is 
ore or less, along the 
rora the EAST one quarter 
tion 11, thence SOUTH 
.31 feet; thence 
- 3 2 feet; thence 
feet; thence WEST 
(5 • 81 feet: thence 
, 6 4 feet; thence 
-00 feet; thence 
SOUTH 
25.91 
»>JORTH 
NORTH 
NORTH 
feet to the Point of 
• JU230 
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B e g i n n i n g . 
ALSO TOGETHER WITH > R i g h t - c t -Way o v e r t h e 
EAST 50.00 fcc»t of t ' - e NORTH 3 5 . 0 0 A c r e s of 
T r a c t A. 
P a r c e l D: Beg inn ing . . t a P o i n t which i s SOUTH 
8 9 O 3 7 ' 0 6 H WEST 742 .SO f e e t from t h e E a s t 
Q u a r t e r C o r n e r of S e c t i o n 1 1 , T o w n s h i p 4 
S o u t h , R a n g e 1 Wer •-. , S a l t L a k e B a s e and 
M e r i d i a n ; and r u n n i i . j t h e n c e SOUTH 0 0 ° 1 5 , 3 6 w 
WEST 846 .99 f e e t : t h e n c e SOUTH 8 9 o 3 7 ' 0 6 " WEST 
3 8 2 . 6 0 f e e t ; t h e n c - NORTH H 2 0 1 7 , 4 9 " WEST 
8 4 7 . 4 1 f e e t ; t h e n c .». NORTH 8 9 ° 3 7 , 0 6 " EAST 
4 2 0 . 4 0 f e e t t o the P o i n t r f B e g i n n i n g . 
C o n t a i n s 7 .807 A c r e s . 
SUBJECT TO a R i g h t - o l - W a y o v e r t h e WEST 35 .00 
f e e t of t h e above d e s c r i b e d p r o p e r t y . 
ALSO SUBJECT t o a Ric' . i t-of-Way ove r t h e NORTH 
33 .0 f e e t of the abov d e s c r i b e d p r o p e r t y . 
ALSO TOGETHER WITH Righ t -o f -Way ove r Utah 
Power and L i g h t P r o p e r t y d e s c r i b e d a s f o l l o w s : 
B e g i n n i n g a t a Poin* on t h e NORTH boundary 
l i n e of t h e S o u t h e a s t Q u a r t e r of S e c t i o n 1 1 , 
Township 4 S o u t h , Ran-o 1 West , S a l t Lake Base 
and M e r i d i a n ; and the EAST l i n e of t h e U t a h 
Power and L i g h t Comp n y ' s c o r r i d o r , which i s 
1162 .00 f e e t WEST, r . r e o r l e s s , a l o n g t h e 
Q u a r t e r S e c t i o n L ine ' rom t h e EAST one q u a r t e r 
c o r n e r o f s a i d S e c / i o n 1 1 , t h e n c e SOUTH 
0 2 ° 2 2 ' 1 2 " EAST 1 2 1 1 . . U f e e t ; t h e n c e SOUTH 
6 6 ° 3 1 , 4 1 " WEST 197 . .• 2 f e e t ; t h e n c e SOUTH 
0 2 ° 2 2 , 1 2 " EAST 130 .07 f e e t ; t h e n c e WEST 2 5 . 9 1 
f e e t ; t h e n c e NORTH ITS. 81 f e e t ; t h e n c e NORTH 
6 6 0 3 1 ' 4 1 " EAST 2 0 0-. M f e e t ; t h e n c e NORTH 
0 2 ° 2 2 , 1 2 " WEST 116 4 . ) Q f * e t ; t h e n c e NORTH 
8 9 ° 3 7 , 0 6 " EAST 1 5 . 0 f e e t t o t h e P o i n t o f 
B e g i n n i n g . 
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r 
J! 15. That t lie cla: .. of the plaintiff, and all other 
j! defendants, cross defendant' , and third party defendants «r-
'i 
|! junior, subsequent and inxer to the claim of the Mousleys ir 
i: 
ij parcels C and D. 
; 16. That Lhe de'^-ndant, Spencer Blake, has be^ . 
I| discharged in the United S -tes Bankruptcy Court, Case No. 
Ij 85A00721. 
•j 17. That the real property contained in Parcels C and 
ii D be foreclosed as a note ai J mortgage ninety days after : he 
ij aforementioned quit cl *.im dee s have been tendered to the cour r. 
|i 18. That the Sher.i'r of Salt Lake County be and he i?. 
I! 
|! hereby ordered to sell the : >regoinq property located in Salf 
i; Lake County, State of Utah, f '< days af fer the judgment and orde.t 
r have been entered by the a) eve entitled court, and subject t-
Ii redemption as provided by lav .\ n regard to foreclosure of a rot.6 
i 
\\ and mortgage. After said r> ^rnption period has expired, i t IF 
j ! 
ij hereby determined t h a t the o l a i n t i f . f r Garrard Garage and 
| Implement Corporation; the '•Pendant's, Spencer Blake, Erveene 
Is Blake, Pearl M. Nielsen, Wym rn I . Nielsen J r . , and the third 
il party defendants, SRI Company, and Val] y Bank and Trust Company: 
j| have no further r ight , t i t l e t in te res t , in and to the followma 
j; described rea l property locved in S i l t Lake County, State of. 
Ij Utah, and more part icularly d* seribed as follows: 
j! Parcel C: Beginning it a Poinc which i s NORTH 
| 00°57•20" EAST 184 r 3 feet from the South 
I; Quarter Corner of Section 11 , Township 4 
Ii S o u t h , R a n g e 1 W e v , S a l t L a k e B a s e and 
j | M e r i d i a n ; and r u n n i - n t h e n c e NORTH 0 0 ° 5 7 , 2 0 H 
|| EAST 638 .58 f e e t ; t h nee NORTH S g ^ ' O O " EAST 
!; 1 3 3 8 . 1 4 f e e t ; t h e n : e SOUTH 0 0 ° 3 6 , 3 1 " WEST 
Il 6 3 8 . 5 3 f e e t ; t h e n SOUTH a g o s e ' O O " WEST 
. i i r \ r\ / - \ 
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1 3 4 2 . 0 1 f e e t t o t l 3 P o i n t of B e g i n n i n g . 
C o n t a i n s 19 .643 Acres 
TOGETHER WITH a Righ -of-Way e v e r Utah Power 
and L i g h t P r o p e r t y d e ' c r i b e d a s f o l l o w s : 
B e g i n n i n g a t a P o i n on t h e NORTH boundary 
l i n e of t h e Sou theas t Q u a r t e r of S e c t i o n 11
 f 
Township 4 S o u t h , Ran^e 1 West , S a l t Lake Base 
and M e r i d i a n ; and th•- EAST l i n e of t h e Utah 
Power and L i g h t Comp : n y ' s c o r r i d o r , which i s 
1162.00 f e e t WEST, n o r e o r l e s s , a l o n g t h e 
Q u a r t e r S e c t i o n L ine ' rom t h e EAST one q u a r t e r 
c o r n e r o f s a i d S e c 1 i o n 1 1 , t h e n c e SOUTH 
0 2 ° 2 2 ' 1 2 " EAST 1 2 1 1 . 3 1 f e e t ; t h e n c e SOUTH 
6 6 ° 3 r 4 1 " WEST 1 9 7 . 3 2 f e e t ; t h e n c e SOUTH 
02°22 , 12 M EAST 130.07 f e e t ; t h e n c e WEST 2 5 . 9 1 
f e e t ; t h e n c e NORTH i : 5 . 8 1 f e e * ; t h e n c e NORTH 
6 6 ° 3 1 s 4 1 " EAST 2 0 0 . f> 4 f e e t ; t h e n c e NORTH 
0 2 ° 2 2 , 1 2 " WEST 1 1 6 ^ . 0 0 f e e t ; t h e n c e NORTH 
8 9 c 3 7 , 0 6 " EAST 1 5 . C \ f e e t t o t h e P o i n t of 
B e g i n n i n g . 
ALSO TOGETHER WITH R i g h t - c 2 - W a y o v e r t h e 
EAST 50 .00 f e e t of t > e NORTH J 5 . 0 0 A c r e s of 
T r a c t A. 
P a r c e l D: B e g i n n i n g t a P o i n t which i s SOUTH 
8 9 ° 3 7 , 0 6 " WEST 7 4 2 . 5 0 f e e t from t h e E a s t 
Q u a r t e r C o r n e r of S e c t i o n 1 1 , T o w n s h i p 4 
S o u t h , R a n g e 1 W e s t , S a l t r a k e B a s e and 
M e r i d i a n ; and r u n n i n g t h e n c e < QTiTH 0 0 o 1 5 ' 3 6 " 
WEST 8 4 6 .99 f e e t ; tho* r:e SOUTH 8 9 ° 3 7 f 0 6" WEST 
3 8 2 . 6 0 f e e t ; t h e n c - NORTH C 2 ° 1 7 ' 4 9 " WEST 
8 4 7 . 4 1 f e e t ; t h e n c - NORTH 8 9 ° 3 7 , 0 6 " EAST 
4 2 0 . 4 0 f e e t t o the P o i n t c f B e g i n n i n g . 
C o n t a i n s 7 .807 A c r e s . 
SUBJECT TO a P i g h t - o f - W a y ove r t h e WEST 35 .00 
f e e t of t h e above des r i b e d p r o p e r t y . 
ALSO SUBJECT t o a Ric ' , .-of-Way ove r t h e NORTH 
33 .0 f e e t of t h e abov- d e s c r i b e ; ! p r o p e r t y . 
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I! 
ALSO TOGETIILR WITH ^ Right-cf-Way over Utah 
Power and Light Property described as follows: 
Beginning a t a Poi it on the NORTH boundary 
l ine of the Southed t Quarter of Section 1 1 , 
Township 4 South, Rat.ge 1 West, Sa l t Lake Base 
and Meridian; and t e EAST l i n e of t h e Utah 
Power and Light Conoany's c o r r i d o r , which i s 
1162.00 f e e t WEST, more or ' e s s , a long the 
Quarter Section Line from the EAST one quarter 
c o r n e r of s a i d S e : t i o n 1 1 , t h e n c e SOUTH 
0 2 ° 2 2 , 1 2 " EAST 1211.31 f e e t ; t hence SOUTH 
6 6 0 3 1 ' 4 1 " WEST 197 .32 f e e t ; thence SOUTH 
02 c22 ,12" EAST 130.07 f e e t ; thence WEST 25.91 
f e e t ; thence NORTH 75.81 f ee t ; thence NORTH 
6 6 ° 3 1 , 4 1 M EAST 2 C') . 6 4 f e e ' ; thence NORTH 
i 0 2 ° 2 2 ' 1 2 " WEST 11T4.00 f e e t ; t hence NORTH ' 
| 89°37 ,06M EAST 15 .n i f e e t to the P o i n t of 
Beginning. 
ii. 
ii 
I: 
•i 18 . From the p ro -cods of s a l e , the Sheriff of Sa l t 
i!
 Lake County be and he i s here y ordered to pay the cos ts of sa l e , 
' t h e p r i n c i p a l and i n t e r e : t due or t h e Real E s t a t e Sales 
ii 
j Agreement, dated February 1, lc)78, the amount due and owing the 
|; Salt Lake County Tax Commissi n for real property taxes from 1982 
'• to ti*.e present and the water assessments due and owing from 1985 
; to tie present. In the even, there ir any excess, said sums be 
| and chey are hereby ordered \ t.id to the court for distribution to 
the parties as provided by lav. 
DATED this ^ c y of l±JO ' 1990. 
P.Y THE COTJRT: 
. \ -/^  
HONORABLE SCOTT DANIELS 
District Court Judae 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the day of 
19; , I mailed a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, to: Mr. Brad S*M»in, 
50 West Broadway, Eleventh ?loor, Salt Lake City, Utah 14101? 
Mr. Wayne H. Braumberger, 301 West 5400 South, Suite 103, Murray, 
Utah 84107; Spencer and Erveena Blake, 616 Columbus, Salt Iifcke 
City, Utah 84103; Tage Nymra, 1734 South West Temple, Sal* Lake 
City, Utah; David Maddox, 438 East 6400 South, Suite 120/ gait 
Lake City, Utah 84107, postage prepaid thereon. 
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MITCHELL J. OLSEN 
Utah State Bar No. 3 845 
OLSEN & OLSEN 
Attorneys for Defendants 
813d South State Street 
Midvale, Utah 6 4047 
Telephone: 255-7J.76 
IN THE Dl^lhlCT COURT OE THE 'JHIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR Li ALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
GARRARD GARAGE AND IMPLEMENT 
CORPORATION, a Ut,-in 
corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs . 
Defendants. 
LEWIS H. MOUSLEY, RUTH M. 
MOUSLEY, EFFIE P. MOUSIEY, 
OLIVE E. MOUSLEY, FAIR/LD R. 
MOUSLEY, BAYARD W. MOUSLEY, 
OWEN MOUSLEY, ARL1N MOPSLEY, 
NORMA M. WEEB, ELNA M. 
JUDGMENT AND ORDER 
Honorable Scott Daniels 
LEWIS H. MOUSLEY, RUT H M . 
MOUSLEY, EFFIE P. MOUSIEY, 
OLIVE E. MOUSLEY, FA1RALD R. 
MOUSLEY, BAYARD W. MOUSLEY, 
OWEN MOUSLEY, AKL1N MOL3I.EY, 
NORMA M. WEBH, ELNA M.-
THOMPSON, SPENCER BLAKF, 
ERVEENA BLAKE, PEARL M. 
NIELSEN, WYMAN I. NIELSEN JR., 
and JOHN DOES 1 through 3, 
' tfffil 
C i v i l N o . -COO -1979— 
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THOMPSON, 
Cross-Claimants, 
vs. 
SPENCER BLAKE, EKVEENA BLAKE, 
Crobb-ue 1:un<iants . 
LEWIS H. MOUSIEY, RUTH M. : 
MOUSLEY, EFFIE P. MOUSIEY, : 
OLIVE E. MOUSLEY, FAIRALD R. : 
MOUSLEY, BAYARD W. MOUSLEY, : 
OWEN MOUSLEY, ARI1N MOUSLEY, : 
NORMA M. WEBB, ELNA M. : 
THOMPSON, " : 
Third t-'di'ty 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, SRI COMPANY,: 
a Utah corporation, VAX LEY 
BANK AND TRUST COMPANY, 
a Utah corporation, 
Third Party : 
Defendants. 
The above entitled natter car,.e on regularly for trial 
before the Honorable Scott » aniels, on October 12, 1989 and 
October 19, 1989. The plaintirf was present and was represented 
by his attorney, David Maddox • •£ the law firm Maddox and Snuffer. 
The defendant Owen Mou ley wa present representing the Mousley 
Estate. Mr. Owen Mousley v as represented by his attorney, 
Mitchell J. Olsen of tie law arm Olsei; and Olsen. The Cross-
/ > A H 
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Defendants Spencer Blr ;e and Frveena B'ake were not present and 
were not represented by cou sel . A Default Certificate had 
previously been executed by the court wherein the default of 
Spencer Blake and Erv* ena Bl. :e was duly entered according to 
law. The third party iefenda hs SRI Cc .npany and Valley Bank And 
Trust were duly notified of t\ - trial dites but Jailed to appear 
at trial and were not represer :>d by counsel at tae trial. 
The plainti/'f and >e defend int presented evidence by 
stipulation , documents , wit ne^ ;es, and a rrgument. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED: 
1. Ihe Agreement poses up-n the Plaintiff the duty 
to build the bridge and construct the ri jht of way. 
2. The Mousley. were provided an exclusive and 
specific remedy in the event he plaintiff failed to construct 
the right of way and bar id the bridge. 
3. The exclusiv- and specific remedy was the 
assignment of trie Lear Contrac to the Mousleys. 
4. The acceptance of the delinquent payments by the 
Mousleys was a waiver of t.e Mousleys claim for breach of 
contract resulting from the de inquent payments. 
5. The buyers waiv 1 strict ompliance of the acreage 
release by the Mousleys. 
6. Based on the , u:ts and circumstances, the court 
finds an equitable remedy is a. propriate. 
7. That the Plai. tiff be end is hereby granted 9 0 
days to reinstate the Agreement . 
8. That in order r.o reins' ate the Agreement, the. 
plaintiff be and is herebv ordered to complete the following: 
. . A A n 
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d. Pay to the Mousleyb the principal due and 
owing oft the Agrtreiuer in t <• amount of $80,000.00 (Eighty 
Thousand Dol lar.s) . 
b. iJciy ii the .-.•usipys t.'ie accrued interest from 
August 1, 1984, rL, tne i.ite ti..- Agreement is reinstated. As of 
Jan 1, 1990, t ne ^ r r .rJ int :cst is .37,682.36 (Thirty Seven 
Thousand Six ilunaivj Eignty Tv • Dollars and Thirty Six Cents). 
Interest, ther*iutu-r:, -., -11 a, rue $17.53 (Seventeen Dollars and 
Fifty Three Cent-) p»;-r iiie:n. 
c i;jy trie prop rty taxes on the subject property 
from 1982 through * n<- d.»te the 'oreernent is reinstated. 
J. l-'jy i he w "er assessments on the subject 
property from l^o" rhrough the late the ; greement is reinstated. 
9. T:.u^  f r e Mou: !~ys be ." nd are hereby granted 
judgment against tne p'.-tiaitif . , on the Lear Contract, in the 
amount of $ 18 , e 0', . uQ 'Eighte n Thousd.id Eight Hundred Fifty 
Dollars) plus interest c t the I <te of 7 "/2% (Seven and One Half 
Percent) from thu 1st ou / of 1-^ruai.y, J 979, until the judgment 
amount plus interest is paid ir. full. 
10. That l r, tn<,- ever the plaintiff fails to reinstate 
the agreement, the Mousleys bt and are ereby granted judgment 
against the plaintiff in t: i amount of $80,000.00 (Eighty 
Thousand Dollars) plus drcrued interest it the rate of 8% from 
August 1, 1984 through jar :>ry 1, J 9 9 0/ in the amount of 
$37f682.36 (Thirty Seven Thous >J Six Huidred Eighty Two Dollars 
and Thirty Six Cents) p us int«' • >st of 1.53% per diem until the 
judgment is paid m full. 
11. That th< Moush /s be an-' are hereby ordered to 
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convey to the plaintiff, by quit claim deed, a total of 17 
(seventeen) acres of the r al property set forth in the 
Agreement. 
12. That the real p» »perty corveyed by the Mousleys to 
the plaintiff be and is hereby released pursuant to Paragraph 6 
of the Agreement, to wit: 
"It is further agreed that with each additional 
$7,000.00 (Seven Thousand Dollars) paid by buyers on principal, 
one acre will be released with the express provision that three 
acres shall be released on th 34 acre tract for each one acre 
released on the 12 acre tract, and the first six acres released 
shall be from the 34 acre trad . All the property released shall 
be contiguous and adjoining property, and shall not affect the 
frontage of the 12 acre piece or the 50' foot right of way, a^ 
shall not affect; the frontage jnd entry of the 34 acre tract as 
to landlock. or otherwise depreciate mi J property and must be 
approved by Sellers." 
13. That tlv* Mous^-ys be ard are hereby ordered to 
release and convey the following real property to the plaintiff 
by quit claim deed: 
Parcel A: Beginning at a Point which is 
NORTH 00°57'20" EA5T 822.61 feet from the 
South Quarter Corner of Section 11, 
Township 4 South, Pange 1 We^t, Salt Lake 
Base and Meridian; ar,d running thence NORTH 
00°57,20" EAST 487.10 feet; thence NORTH 
89°46,37" EAST 1335.24 feet; thence SOUTH 
00°36,31M WEST 490.70 feet; thence SOUTH 
89°56,00" WEf-T 1338.14 feet to the Point of 
Beginning. CVntains 15.00 Acres. 
SUBJECT TO /i Right-of-Way ever the EAST 
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^>0.00 f e e t of t h e a ove d e s c r i b e d p r o p e r t y . 
ALSO TOGETHER WITH • Righ t -o f -Way o v e r Utah 
P o w e r a n d L i g h t p r o p e r t y d e s c r i b e d a s 
f o l l o w s : 
Beg inn ing a t a P o i r t on t h e NORTH Boundary 
L ine of t h e S o u t h e a s t Q u a r t t r of S e c t i o n 
1 1 , T o w n s h i p 4 S o n t h , Range 1 Wes t , S a l t 
Lake Base and Meri i a n ; and t h e EAST l i n e 
of t h e U t a h P o w e r a n d L i g h t C o m p a n y ' s 
c o r r i d o r , which i s 1162.00 f e e t WEST, more 
o r l e s s , a l o n g t h f Q u a r t e r S e c t i o n L i n e 
from t h e EAST one [ u a r t e r cc r n e r of s a i d 
S e c t i o n 1 1 , t h e n c e SOUTH 0 2 o 2 2 ' 1 2 " EAST 
1 2 1 1 . 3 1 f e e t ; t h e n - e SOUTH 6 6 ° 3 1 , 4 1 H WEST 
1 9 7 . 3 2 f e e t ; t h e n c e SOUTH 0 2 ° 2 2 , 1 2 " EAST 
130.07 f e e t ; t h e n c e WEST 25.91 f e e t ; t h e n c e 
NORTH 1 7 5 . 8 1 f e e t ; t h e n c e NORTH 6 6 ° 3 1 ' 4 1 " 
EAST 2 0 0 . 6 4 f e e t ; t h e n c e NORTH 0 2 ° 2 2 ' 1 2 H 
WEST 1 1 6 4 . 0 0 f e e t ; t h e n c e NORTH 89°37 '06 M 
EAST 15 .01 f e e t t o * he P o i n t of B e g i n n i n g . 
PARCEL B: B e g i n n i n g a t a P o i n t which i s 
SOUTH 8 9 ° 3 7 ' 0 6 " WEST 7 4 2 .50 f e e t and SOUTH 
0 0 ° 1 5 ' 3 6 H WEST 8 4 0 . 9 9 f e e t from t h e E a s t 
Q u a r t e r Corne r of r o c t i o n 1 ] , T o w n s h i p 4 
S o u t h , Range 1 W e r t , S a l t J a k e Base and 
M e r i d i a n ; a n d r n n i n g t h e n c e SOUTH 
0 0 ° 1 5 , 3 6 M WEST 2 3 1 . 1 0 f e e t ; t h e n c e SOUTH 
8 9 ° 4 1 , 4 5 H WEST 3 7 2 . 3 0 f e e t ; t h e n c e NORTH 
0 2 ° 1 7 ' 4 9 " WEST 23 C - 71 f e e t ; t h e n c e NORTH 
8 9 ° 3 7 ' 0 6 " EAST 3 8 2 . - 0 f e e t t c t h e P o i n t of 
B e g i n n i n g . C o n t a i n s 2 .00 A c r e r . 
SUBJECT TO a R i g h ' . - o f - W a y c v e r t h e WEST 
35 .00 f e e t of t h e a! ove d e s c r i b e d p r o p e r t y . 
ALSO TOGETHER WITH « R igh t -o f -Way ove r Utah 
Power and L i g h t P r o p e r t y d e s c r i b e d a s 
f o l l o w s : 
Beg inn ing a t d Poirv on t h e \ ORTH boundary 
l i n e of t h e Southec s t Q u a r t e r of S e c t i o n 
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11, Township 4 Souih, Range 1 West, Salt 
Lake Base and Meridian; and the EAST line 
of the Utah Power and Light Company's 
corridor, which is 15 2.00 feet WEST, more 
or less, along the Quarter Section Line 
from the EAST one quarter corner of said 
Section 11, thence SOUTH 02°22,12" EAST 
1211.31 feet; them.o? SOUTH 6'i031'41" WEST 
197.32 feet; thenc • SOUTH 02°22,12" EAST 
130.07 feet; thence WEST 25-91 feet; thence 
NORTH 175.81 feet; thence NO^TH ee^lUl" 
EAST 200.64 feet; "hence NORTH 02°22,12" 
WEST 1164.00 feet; thence NORTH 89°37,06n 
EAST 15.01 feet to the Point of Beginning. 
14. That the interest of the Mousleys in the following 
real property is superi* r to al '. other interests and is therefore 
in first position. 
P a r c e l C: Beg inn ing a a P o i n t which i s NORTH 
0 0 ° 5 7 ' 2 0 " EAS" 1 8 4 . 0 3 f e e t f ? om t h e S o u t h 
Q u a r t e r C o r n e r of S e c t i o n 1 1 , T o w n s h i p 4 
S o u t h , R a n g e 1 West , S a l t l a k e B a s e and 
M e r i d i a n ; and r u n n i n g t h e n c e NORTH 00°57 , 20 M 
EAST 638 .58 f e e t ; ther r.e NORTH 8 9 ° 5 6 ' 0 0 " EAST 
1 3 3 8 . 1 4 f e e t ; thenc< SOUTH 0 0 o 3 6 ' 3 1 " WEST 
6 3 8 . 5 3 f e e t ; t h e n c e SOUTH 8 0 ° 5 6 , 0 0 " WEST 
1 3 4 2 . 0 1 f e e t t o thf. P o i n t o ^ B e g i n n i n g . 
C o n t a i n s 19.64.? A c r e s . 
TOGETHER WITH a R igh t -o f -Way ov*r Utah Power 
and L i g h t P r o p e r t y d e s c r i b e d a s f o l l o w s : 
B e g i n n i n g a t a P o i n t on t h e NORTH boundary 
l i n e of t h e S o u t h e a s t Q u a r t e r of S e c t i o n 1 1 , 
Township 4 Soufh , Rang 1 West , S a l t Lake Base 
and M e r i d i a n ; and the EAST l i n e of t h e Utah 
Power and Light Compa-y ' s c o r r i - i o r , w h i c h i s 
1 1 6 2 . 0 0 f e e t WEST, I T - r e o r l e s s , a l o n g t h e 
Q u a r t e r S e c t i o n L ine f cm t h e EAZT one q u a r t e r 
c o r n e r o f s a i d S e c t i o n 1 1 , t h e n c e SOUTH 
0 2 ° 2 2 , 1 2 " EAST 1 2 1 1 . 1 1 f e e t ; t h e n c e SOUTH 
6 6 ° 3 1 , 4 1 " WEST 1 9 7 . 3 2 f e e t ; t h e n c e SOUTH 
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66 C31 ,41 H EAST 200.64 feet; thence NORTH 
02°22,12" WEST 1164.00 feet; thence NORTH 
Sg^T'Ob" EAST 15.01 feet to the Point of 
Beginning. 
15. That the claim., of the plaintiff, and all other 
defendants, cross defendants, and third party defendants are 
junioi , subsequent and inferior to the claim of the Mousleys in 
parce s C and D. 
16. That the defendant, Spencer Blake, has been 
discharged in the United St; tes Bankruptcy Court, Case No. 
85A00721. 
17. That the real p operty contained in Parcels C and 
D be foreclosed as a n^te and mortgage ninety days after the 
aforer ?ntioned quit claim deeds: have been tendered to the court. 
18. That the Sheriff of Salt Take County be and he is 
hereb^ ordered t^ sell the foregoing property located in Salt 
Lake County, State of Utah, 90 ''ays aftec the judgment and order 
have been entered by the abc > entitled court, and subject to 
redemption as provided by law n regard to foreclosure of a note 
and mortgage. After said redemption period has expired, it is 
hereb. determined that the . laintiff, Garrard Garage and 
Implement Corporation; the defendant's, Spencer Blake, Erveena 
Blake, Pearl M. Nielsen, Wymar I. Nielaen Jr., and the third 
party defendants, SRI Company, >nd Valley Bank and Trust Company; 
have no further right, title or interest, in and to the following 
described real property located in Salt Lake County, State of 
Utah, ind more particularly described as follows: 
Parcel C: Beginning a! a Point which is NORTH 
00°57' 20" EAST 184.Cl feet from the South 
Quarter Cornei of Sc :tion 11, Township 4 
.ii\OAA 
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S o u t h , R a n g o 1 We. t , S a l t L a k e B a s e and 
M e r i d i a n ; and runn i i <] t h e n c e iORTH 0 0 ° 5 7 , 2 0 M 
EAST 638 .58 f;»et; t h nee NORTH 8 9 ° 5 6 ' 0 0 " EAST 
1 3 3 8 . 1 4 f e e t ; t h e n - SOUTH 0 0 O 3 6 ' 3 1 " WEST 
6 3 8 . 5 3 f e e t ; t h e n * > SOUTH ^ g o s e ' O O " WEST 
1 3 4 2 . 0 1 f e e t t o t r > P o i n t o*: B e g i n n i n g . 
C o n t a i n s 19 .643 Acre.c . 
TOGETHER WITH a Righ l-.-of-Way e v e r Utah Power 
and L i g h t P r o p e r t y d e s c r i b e d as f o l l o w s : 
B e g i n n i n g a t a Po in t : on t h e NORTH b o u n d a r y 
l i n e of t h e S o u t h e a s t Q u a r t e r of S e c t i o n 1 1 , 
Township 4 S o u t h , Rar^o 1 West , S a l t Lake Base 
and M e r i d i a n ; and t ' -e EAST l i n e of t h e Utah 
Power and L i g h t Company's c o r r i d o r , w h i c h i s 
1 1 6 2 . 0 0 f e e t WEST, more o r l e s s , a l o n g t h e 
Q u a r t e r S e c t i o n L ine rrom t h e FAST one q u a r t e r 
c o r n e r of s a i d S e c t i o n 1 1 , t h e n c e SOUTH 
0 2 ° 2 2 , 1 2 " EAST 1 2 1 " . 3 1 f e e t ; t h e n c e SOUTH 
6 6 ° 3 1 , 4 1 n WEST 1 9 7 . 3 2 f e e t - t h e n c e SOUTH 
0 2 ° 2 2 , 1 2 H EAST 1 3 0 . 0 " f e e t ; t h e n c e WEST 2 5 . 9 1 
f e e t ; t h e n c e NORTH 1 / 5 . 8 1 f e e t ; t h e n c e NORTH 
6 6 ° 3 1 , 4 1 " M EAST 2 0 0 . 6 4 f e e t ; t h e n c e NORTH 
0 2 ° 2 2 , 1 2 " WEST 116 .00 f e e t , t h e n c e NORTH 
8 9 ° 3 7 ' 0 6 H EAST 1 5 . 0 1 f e e t t o t h e P o i n t o f 
B e g i n n i n g . 
ALSO TOGETHER WITH 1 R i g h t - o f - W a y o v e r t h e 
EAST 50 .00 f e e t of t l , e NORTH 1 5 . 0 0 A c r e s of 
T r a c t A. 
P a r c e l D: Beg inn ing t a P o i n t which i s SOUTH 
8 9 ° 3 7 , 0 6 " WEST 7 4 2 . 5 0 f e e t from t h e E a s t 
Q u a r t e r C o r n e r of S e c t i o n l . i , T o w n s h i p 4 
S o u t h , R a n g e 1 W e t t , S a l t L a k e B a s e and 
M e r i d i a n ; and runni r .7 t h e n c e SOUTH 0 0 ° 1 5 , 3 6 H 
WEST 846 .99 f e e t ; t h e n c e SOUTH 8 9 ° 3 7 , 0 6 H WEST 
3 8 2 . 6 0 f e e t ; t h e n c e NORTH ' J 2 ° 1 7 " 4 9 " WEST 
8 4 7 . 4 1 f e e t ; t h e n c - NORTH ^ 9 ° 3 7 , 0 6 M EAST 
4 2 0 . 4 0 f e e t t o t h r P o i n t < f B e g i n n i n g . 
C o n t a i n s 7 .807 A c r e s . 
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SUBJECT TO a R -jht-of - Way over he WEST 35.00 
feet of the abce desc ihed property. 
ALSO SUBJECT tc a Figr L-of-Way over the NORTH 
il 3 3.0 feet of the above described property. 
ji 
jj ALSO TOGETHER WITH a K i g h t - o f - W a y o v e r U t a h 
j| Power and L.ighf- P r o p e l : y d e s c r i b e d a s f o l l o w s : 
|j B e g i n n i n g a t a P o i n t on t h e KORTH b o u n d a r y 
jl l i n e of t h e S o u t h e a s t Q u a r t e r of S e c t i o n 1 1 , 
J! T o w n s h i p 4 S o u t h , Rang 1 W e s t , S a l t L a k e B a s e 
»; and M e r i d i a n ; and t h e FAST l i n e o f t h e U t a h 
jj P o w e r a n d L i g h t C o m p l y ' s c o r r i d o r , w h i c h i s 
jj 1 1 6 2 . 0 0 f e e t WEST, m o r e - o r l e s s , a l o n g t h e 
I; Q u a r t e r S e c t i o n L i n e f • om t h e EAST o n e q u a r t e r 
> ! | c o r n e t o f s a i d S e c t ' .on 1 1 , t h e n c e SOUTH 
|! 0 2 ° 2 2 , 1 2 H EAST 1 2 1 1 . 1 1 f e e t ; t h e n c e SOUTH 
- 6 6 ° 3 1 ' 4 1 M WEST 1 9 7 . 3 2 f e e t ; t h e n c e SOUTH 
ji 0 2 ° 2 2 , 1 2 M EAST 1 3 0 . 0 7 f s e t ; t h e r c e WEST 2 5 . 9 1 
|: f e e t ; t h e n c e NORTH 1 7 r . 8 . 1 f e e t ; t h e n c e NORTH 
I, 6 € ° 3 1 ' 4 1 " EAST 2 0 0 . o 4 f e e t ; t h e n c e NORTH 
jj 0 2 o 2 2 , 1 2 , f WEST 1 1 6 4 . ? G f e e t ; t h e n c e NORTH 
V 8 9 o 3 7 ' 0 6 " EAST 1 5 . 0 1 f e e t t o t h e P o i n t o f 
L B e g i n n i n g . 
Ji. 1 8 . F rom t h e p r o c e d s o f s a l e , t h e S h e r i f f o f S a l t 
;; L a k e C u n t y b e and he i s h e r e b y - r d e r e d t o p a y t h e c o s t s o f s a l e , 
I' t h e p r i n c i p a l a n d i n t e r e s t d u e o n t h e R e a l E s t a t e S a l e s 
| A g r e e m e n t , d a t e d F e b r u a r y 1 , 1' 7 8 , t h e a m o u n t d u e a n d o w i n g t h e 
i ; 
jj Salt I.jke County Tax Conirrission for real
 L roperty taxes from 1982 
.; to the present and the water ar -essments due and owing from 1985 
j; to the present. In the event here is cny excess, said sums be 
j! and they are hereby ordered pai to the court for distribution to 
jj the parties as provided by law. 
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DATED t h i s 'J d .y o f c I'} , 1990 
HY THE COURT: 
clL* \ LA Ay si 
HONORABLE SCOTT DANIELS 
District Court Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify t'at on the day of 
19 , I mailed a true a ;d correct copy of the foregoing 
'•JUDGMENT AND ORDER, to: M- . Brad Baldwin, 50 West Broadway, 
(Eleventh Floor, Salt Lake i.ty, Utah 84101; Mr. Wayne H. 
'Brau^berger, 302 West :.400 So> th, Suite 103, Murray, Utah 84107; 
Spender and Erveena BTake, 6 6 Columbis, Salt Lake City, Utah 
84103; Tage Nyrana, 173 4 South West Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah; 
David Maddox, 488 East 6400 'outh, Suite 120, Salt Lake City, 
Utah 84107, postage prepaid 'hereon. 
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X DE*N HUNT 
iSSOCIA : ES 
)RNfr AT L A W 
IOUTH 600 EAST 
SUITE 2 SO 
GAYLE DEAN HUNT & ASSOCIATES 
GAYLE DEAN HUNT #1585 
STEVEN A. WUTHPvICH #6055 
Attorneys fur Plaintiff 
50 South 600 East, Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84102 
Telephone 355-3630 
J
 -w i'H 'jj 
) ( 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATU Of UTAH 
GARRARD GARAGE AM) IMPLEMENT 
CORPORATION, a Ulan Cur^rnt^n, 
Plain Hi L , 
LEWIS H. MOUSLEY, el a i. . 
Defend a P. t . 
LEWIS H. MOUSLEY, el. al.> 
Cross-Cla nuants, 
vs . 
SPENCER BLAKE, L,RVEENA BLAKL, 
Cross-Defendants. 
LEWIS H. M0USLEY, et. af1, 
Third Party Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
SALT LAJCE COUNTY, SRI COMPANY, 
a Utah corporation, VALLEY 
BANK AND TRUST COMPANY, 
a Utah corporation, 
Third Party Defendants, 
AMENDED MOTION TO SET 
ASIDE FINDINGS OF FACT 
AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
Case No. >i> ibrntlVH 
Hon. Scott Daniels 
u- till 
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Plaintiff Garrard Garage hereby amends its Motion to Set Aside 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and lists the following: 
i. Paragraph 2o of the Findings of Fact indicate that "in 1985, 
Spencer Blake deposited cert:..in funds with Utah Title." It was the 
finding of the Court in this .natter that the sum of $28,500.00 had been 
paid by Spencer Blake. 
2. Plaintiff objects to paragraph 11 of the Conclusions of Law. in 
the filed Conclusions of Law it is indicated in Paragraph 11 that Mousleys 
would convey to Plaintiff, by Quit Claim Deed, a total of 17 acres. The 
finding of the Court was thai any conveyance of property from the Mousleys 
to the Plaintiff won id be pursuant to the original contract. Such 
original contract states that the conve/ance will be by Warranty Deed, and 
for a total of 17 l/7th acres. 
3. Plaintiff objects u. paragraph 13 of the Conclusions of Law filed 
herein. Paragraph 13, as filed, indicates the Mousleys are to release and 
convey certain real property to the Plaintiff by Quit Claim Deed. As 
indicated above, Plaintiff objects to receipt of property through Quit 
Claim Deed rather than through Warranty Deed. Also, the property 
described in the Conclusions of Law consist of parcels selected by the 
Mousleys to be conveyed to the Plaintiff. The Court's finding was that 
any property conveyed would be pursuant to the original contract for sale 
of property. The initial contract indicates the Plaintiff in this matter 
has the right to select the property to be released and conveyed. 
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4. Plaintiff objects to Paragraph 17 of the Conclusions of Law. 
Paragraph 17 again indicates that any transfer of property would be by 
Quit Claim Deed. As indicated above, a Warranty Deed is the proper method 
of conveying property pursuant to the contract. 
(a) The Court in its Findings held the Lear Contract forfeited 
as a result ot the failure to build a budge. The proper remedy for this 
alleged breach would be to awvird Defendants the value of the bridge, or 
the value oi use oi i ho hi i-lgc • '<>r ingress and egt '.;s, whichever is less. 
(b) A bridge was in fact built and available tor use by the 
Mousieys. (See attached Deed to Ericksons) 
(c) The value of the Lear Contract was anly $5,650.00 at 
inception, inasmuch as said contract recites a lie^ in favor of Federal 
Land Bank for $l!i,L:U0.00 leaving an equity of only $5,650.00. The Court, 
in its Findings and Conclusions, awards $18,">00.00 plus interest which 
award exceeds the value of the contract and is wholly irrelevant to the 
value of the alleged bridge. 
WHLREFORF, Plaintiff prays the Findings of Fa^t and Conclusions be 
set aside and new Findings be entered consistent to the Motion to Set 
Aside Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, as amended herein. 
DATED December , 1991. 
D E / N H U N T 
SOCIATf 'S 
MEY AT i A W 
J T H OJ-O EAST 
GAVLE DEAN/HTJNT 7 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
i mailed 12-^5 ~^> a copy of the foregoing io the following: 
Mitchell J. Olsen 
0LSEN & OLSEN _ 
8138 South State Street 
Midvale, Utah 84047 
Telephone; 255-717b /\..lO~tt!i ^- iU\ 
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E DEAN HUNT 
KSSOCiATES 
DRNEY AT LAW 
SOUTH 600 EAST 
SUITE 250 
GAYLE DEAN HUNT & ASSOCIATES 
GAYLE DEAN HUNT #1585 
STEVEN A. WUTHRICH #6055 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
50 Souf§ 600 East, Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84102 
Telephone 355-3636 
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE Ohy UTAH 
GARRARD GARAGE AND IMPLEMENT 
CORPORATION, a Utan Corporation, 
Plaint ifi, 
vs. 
LEWIS H. MOUSLEY, et al., 
Defendant. 
LEWIS H. MOUSLEY, et. al., 
Cross-Cia.: mants, 
vs. 
SPENCER BLAKE, ERVEENA BLAKE, 
Cross-Defendants. 
LEWIS H. MOUSLEY, et. all, 
Third Party Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, SRI COMPANY, 
a Utah corporation, VALLEY 
BANK AND TRUST COMPANY, 
a Utah corporation, 
Third Party Defendants. 
AFFIDAVIT OF TAGE NYMAN REGARDING 
VALUATION OF LEAR CONTRACT 
Case No. ^880901879 
Hon. Scott Daniels 
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STATE OT UTAH ) 
COUNT^^^ALT LAKE ) 
Tage Nyman being first duly sworn upon his oath deposes and says 
that: 
1. I am the president of Garrard Garage and Implement Corporation 
and make these statements from personal knowledge. 
2. On or about November 1, 1971, i and my wife entered into Uniform 
Real Estate Contract with Marshall Lear and Jeanette S. Lear a true and 
correct copy of which is hereto. 
3. The original sales price of the contract in 1971 was $18,850.00 
i 
together with interest thereon at the rate of 7 1/2% per annum. Said t 
contract is subject to a pre-existing indebtedness to be paid by seller in 
the sum $13,200.00 owed to Federal Land Bank. Title is to be delivered 
free and clear, thus giving this underlying obligation on the seller. 
4. The original value of the contract is thus $5,650.00 as of 
November 1, 1971. 
5. The Lear's made payments from 1971 through 1978, though not 
always timely, they were relatively current at that time. In 1979 only 
$14,700,00 remained to be paid on the contract by Lear. In reality, from 
1979 through 1985 Lear did not make his payments timely resulting in a 
court action filed by myself and my wife against Marshall Lear and 
Jeanette Lear. Which action was ultimately resolved with a net pay out to 
me of $2,777.00 after payment of income rinses, as reflected by the 
closing statement, a true and correct of which is attached hereto as 
Exhibit "B" 
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le value placed on the contract by lawyer for Mouselys is 
erronMppw Said value ignores payments received prior to the time of the 
supposed assignment, and pre-existing indebtednesses to be paid by the 
seller under the contract. 
7. The value of building a bridge is not equivalent to $8,850.00 
but a reasonably well-constructed bridge could be constructed for the sum 
of $ 2,500.00. 
8. The value of constructing a right-of-way including grading and 
engineering would be $ 1,000.00. 
DATED this l^day of !~ ^JXi^CL^t , 1992. 
Ifrtf L TAGE M. NYMAN i llM^ 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this , 1992. 
X ) 
NOTARY PUBLIC ' ~ 
Residing in SL County, Utah 
My commission expires: 
I mailed X - fl ' 7<£ , a copy of the foregoing to the following: 
Mitchell Olsen 
OLSEN & OLSEN 
8138 South State Street 
Midvale, Utah 84047 
TeleE*yc*filb 255-7176 
r\tLtCf^ ^Uj^dhJf 
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AGREEMENT, 
\*M"-'.YA .*;».*. . .• . fc--\5.V«%>- »:"*«\.-T7'-' 
UNIFORM REAL ESTATE CONTRACT 
|g ,at l i . tfrr.va 
ia duplicate thi*«, . day of« 
» n „ 
i-k. ..A.IVM 
id«• th«Wtar; t»d ^'urwh^Il i*ur una Jaarjiouo J* Ifl«ri >i:l3 \*Lfr* &a 
it aid tft&avtj ir. ccr ,:,/: .Lli .*ull ri .>.ts ciT i.uyviv^lj«:i.;% 
an the Buyer, of . -.1:/.. 
t, WITNESSETH r That th» Sailer, for the consideration herein «v.cntior.cil a?ree* to *eii a;.J coi.vey to ww 
an* th« fctiyar /«r UM cattaidcratien he ruin mentioned a^ieu* to purchasv-thu following described real property, ntv 
3*1* UK*
 S l M c of U u h , t o .wit(WW f-,-5 -cut 1/.SS9 >-.«.,«• A 
A O O R E S 8 
Mm t***tok**y 4**f*ib«d at follows: uo:;lr.r.ii^ - t a ;x>ir*t vlach i s 1947 i'*~t ..*at -A 
s*i*t 1 /4 coratr oX Section 11, To\;.-i3hip 4 Jouth kcr^c 1 'Just, Sa l t liiiii £.:aa a 
ileri&Jttt thftao* l/ost 85.2 foo t ; thence South 2C?.00 i\,ct$ thence '..uJt 12?5 focft^ 
then** South 1035»CO f o c t ; thence - u i t 103 f 3 root; thwict Uorth 23*Q -Jyo^'to pa* 
of beginning. 
V*;.*lfcfrr with 1 1/2 ahdruj Jorcan Irri:;^tio*; 3o. water ju^ci.'* 
-•^cap^iiV, t r orc fr6o oso half iuwo;>t ix* two calir.^ry wolld ioc^toa en abovj Cto3$ 
P ^ P f i r t y * «-. "."'. 
a. Sft/d Jfetyar aartby agraaa, to enter into possession and pay for said de»crib<Mi premiaes tho sum ft*' 
. ^ i / t U f c t i ' s t o U O f l l i d • • i ^ h l :iUAwg*A^-£i;'t,y AftO flo/lCO Dollars ( S . i a j u j O i W ^ 
payaala ai lha office of SelUr, his assigns or order , , 
stncUjrwttaia tho fallowing timss, to-wit: *' r a {$ > 
tfca raaaipt of which U hereby acknowledged, and the balance of $ l . ' ,C^0 ,CC) s h a 1 1 b e P**d ** 3 
Cno Hundred Fifty *nd no/130 (V15C.C0) i2iigirL-*inj r.ovu.-."wwr 1, 1971 *^u c c h xonthr 
&ft#r until balance is paid tc^'twr *ith introst. 
.-t M* 
• * v • • • 
Poasession of said premises ahull b« delivered :o buyer on ihc . :,'• ~-tr—w-iP7-rf> d a y Of . 
- i - i t i&0£_ 
-V-^i 
_ XOJO^K 
4. Said monthly payment% are tu bo jpplic! fu-»t to ihe payment uf intereit and second to the reduction of tip 
principal. Int«re»t khull bo charged ft 
purchaat price at the rate of i l £ Z ^ r • . percenl ( L ' h-
JO. . on all unpaid portiana of ti^
 w 
* per annum. The Kuyer, at his option at anyttl 
may pay imounu in exoc^s of the munthiy payments upon tl.c ur.p;.ui balance subject to the limitations of any mor; 
or contract by th« Buyer herein Mounted, MICII exik-ai to be applied either to unpaid principal or in prepayment of fi 
iAttaUmciita at the election of the buyer, which elcctior. mu^t be made at the time the excess payment is made. 
6. It i* und«ritood and agreed thai n the Selier uccepi* payment from the Buyer on this contract less than acco. . . . .^ 
to the terma Herein mentioned, then by so doin;:, it will in no way alter the terms of tho contract a* to tha forfeiture 
ltar«inaft«r stipulated, or as to any other remcd;e* ox iiw seller. 
•• It is understood that there presently exuts an obli^aiion a^ainit said property in favor of _^_««» .^« 
i vuw> .J, ii'iTy A'mi'lK ——-—-_-------—--—---«__—--«—---«_-_«««__.__ with an unpuid oa« 
t 13,200,00 
- , Ui Of _*_ t c ^ ; l v ? l 
7. Seilar repruacnu that there ore no unpaid apoeial improvement district taxes covering improvemenu to said K^ P 
I M « now In tfct ariettas of being installed, or which have been completed and nut paid for, outstanding utfainat iiaid pt 
•»«#t +*e*pi i*u» /aUuwiu»r **° ••-•\I:f. ^ ipn.*^ ;. _ 
%M TnN 8*Htfr-4lt |t»ve« tiw option to >eeuie, execute anU maintain loana *et'ujcd l#y *uui properly of )a#k U# 
Uwm uapaUI contract balance hereunder, bearing interest at the rate of not to exceed '*. "_ p^ 
f _; _ i—^ ) fNMf"annum and payable ir. regular monthly inbtallmer.U; provl.:c»: lhat the ..>rr'.*i..>;u r.'.or.ih.y .iU.ait 
P*y**^***'H***'i*4 l« he made by Seller or. saiii loan* nhai; not be w**uir tr.u.. eaer. ;n.sua;:meni payment roqutraa 1 
iwa«* ay tht Ituy^f u«der this contract. When the principal cue hereunder ha^ ..cvn re^aced to th« amount of any 
luana and mart^i.^«fs the Selier agree* to convey an»l the Buyer ui^reiu to accent utie to the »Move u«acrid«»d 
• -ojact io sahi loans and mort^a^es. 
^ • J f t h e buyer de»ires to exercue his rin-ht through acceleratec paynie...* u...u-r i.'.is a ^  roe mer.. to j>ay of/ a«y 
„ JSUSBW****»*1 ^ a l c oi t^ '** Atf:'«»*>'»^ nt a^ain«t »a:d property, it shall .,c ;hv ^^yur'» ol;..>;auon to i*/»4tl« 
p^f -SM&K.aBB^W^ — t ^ - L I . . . : . . . . , . . . 
U> 
Mid <**hj*atiana are aasumed' or approveo Ly bu'y«.r. 
29. Tki Buyer agrees upon written i i ^ j ^ ; 0/ the .Seilei to IV.UKC ap^licuiion lu a reiiaule leader for d^J^itt^^ 
•mount as can be secured under the re^uiativn* of »aiu iender and hereby -^'.ee» to a^piy uny a;.io«m sa reeaivatfu 
the purchase price above r.-.entioned, and u ex^uu- '.r.c paper* rehire*: uiu. p^y or.e-hl.* i»\§ exper.*ei necessary il* 
taming saiu loan, the Seller agreeing- to pay the other one-half, prov.deu «.owever, mat the • monthly paymaatt 
tntertat rale required, ahull nut exceed the i.ivr.U.iy ^aytr.ei.^s »r.u interest i a u a* outlined aoovc. 
11. The Bo,7ir a^ree* lw :>«y ui» L.xea ..:.ii ..*;.»••.•...e:.i:. «.;'e 
...'.»! whii'ii ui;»y iii'i'itliii* dun ull llu-.ie p»\! ., . > i..;ri..,: id. liU »>l" 
t.'.at there are m* a.vM'»iitiiiib aK'ain.-.t i.iul j.,vi«n.e.- »x,v | ; l!ie f«!!ow.ji, 
ifMMtat dale ol his a^rcenienl v
 4-< : ^ a /»4X 
n y which m*y be required on prepayment of said pr.or ob..^»;<n»*. l^rcpaymeut penailiaa UCC3 
against *a.a property incurred by Aeller. - i ter uate of this a.ree.ner.;, snail Us paw by s««kf 
- v •* "•
 f.-\ \..•...:.-. -.-v- ..r w r.uy .«•• 
.m .i,-i'evn.e:.i. i'he delict* nc*el»y cuv%«iunu a< 
« u " » K - t . u n * a^«»;.iA. »u»*i prwp*»f,( 
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tt. Tha >«wr »pm* t» t*r *>* fonenU u»w «fttr —„'a.-„—Ir~i9~;',-
ri 
j£» Tfce Buyer further agree* U keep nil insurable buildings and improvemcnU on aaid premise* insures} i 
(la to tha Seller in tha amount of not law than the unpaid balance on thin contract, or | « j . i 
mM Insurance to tha Seller aa his interests may appcur ar.d to deliver tha insurance policy'I 
M» 1 1 1 * 1 w t n l Uw Bt»«r shall defnalt in the payment of any special or general taxes, assessment* or i 
*fi*iiii!»i a u f c t f a prwvMtl the Seller may. at hii option, pay said taxes*. assessments and insurance premium* < 
«"™^-" - t lettt to to do, then the Buyer agrees to repay the Seller upon demand, all such sum* t~ -
Lher with interest thereon from date of payment of said sums at the rate of •>* of one ; 
that ho will not commit or suffer to be committed any waste, spoil, or destruction in 
t he will maintain said premises in good condition. * 
In the event of a failure to comply with the terms hereof by the Buyer, or upon failure of the Buyer ts> i 
days thereafter, tfctf* 
nojjte|^L, 
or payments when the same shall become due, or within — T . r l T v Y " ( 3 * ) 
option shall have the following altcrnutivo remedies: % 
Salltr shall have the right, upon failure of the Buyer to remedy the default within five days after written 
7&*St bi released from all obligation* in law and in <Mjuity to convey sr.id property, and nil payments whieJt^ 
httn made theretofore on thi* contract by the P-uycr. shall be forfeited to the Srl'.i-r ax liquidated dnmaaWK 
the npn.-|»er*orm&rre of the coiurnct. and the Buy»:r agrees t'.uit the Seller may at his option r*-cnt*r o.m{ 
possession of said premise* without legal processes as in it* fir*t and former cstAtc, toother w?th nil impro 
ments and additions made by the Buy«r tl-.i-rw*. and the :*aid addition* and improvement* shall remain w 
the land become the property of the Srller, thy Buyer bt'i-omiiig nt once a tenant at will of ih«* T-cJlcrj or 
The Seller may bring suit and recover judgment for all delinquent installments, including costs and attorney* &**^  
foes. (The use of this remedy on one or more occasions shall not prevent the Seller, at his option, from tvw&Rkkjtf^ffi* 
to one of the other remedies hereunder in the event of a subsequent default): or 
The Seller shall have the right, at hi* option, and upon written notice to the Buyer, to declare the onti**.. 
balance hereunder at once due and payable, and may elect to treat this contract as a note and mortgage, i w 
title to the Euyer subject thereto, and proceed immediately to foreclose the same in accordance with the t 
the State of Utah, and have tha property sold and the proceeds applied to the payment of the balance 
including costs and attorney's fees; and the Seller may have a judgment for any deficiency which ma] 
. , In the case of foreclosure, the Seller hereunder, upon the filing of a complaint, shall be immediately ei 
the appointment of a receiver to take possession of said mortgaged property and collect the rents, 
profits therefrom and apply the same to the payment of the obligation hereunder, or hold the sam 
to order of the court; snd the Seller, upon entry of judgment oC foreclosure, shall be entitled to the 
of the said premises during the period of redemption. 
17. It is agreed that time is the essence of this agreement. 
18. In the event there are any liens or encumbrances against said premises other than those herein pi 
referred to, or )n the event any liens or encumbrances other than herein provided for shall hereafter accrue i|eptfjil~ 
same by acts of neglect of the Seller, then the B u y r may. at his option, pay and discharge the same and receive'ex 
on the amount then remaining uuc hereunder in the amount of any such payment or payments and thereafter the 
ments herein provided to be made, may, at the option of the Buyer, be suspended until such time as such 
payments shall equal any sums advanced as aforesaid. 
19. The Seller on receiving the payments herein reserved to be paid at the time and in the manner abovo 
agrees to execute and deliver to the Buyer or assigns, a good and sufficient warranty deed convoying the t 
above described premises free and clear of all encumbrances except as herein mentioned and except as may hn 
by or through the acts or neglect of the Buyer, and to furnish at his expense, a policy of title insurance III 
of the purchase price or at the option of the Seller, an abstract brought to date at time of sale or at any tin** 
term of this agreement, or at time of delivery of deed, at the option of Buyer. 
20. U is hereby expressly \i ruler* toed nnd a••«••••! by the parties i v v t o that the Buyer accepts th* sftHftV 
in its present condition and tiiat there are no representations, covenants, or agreements between the parties " 
reference to said property except as heroin specifically set forth or attached hereto _ _ _ 
:#K£!**:: 
**'m<m: 
' ? . * 
21. The Buyer and Seller each agree that should they default in any of the covenants or agreements cont 
in, that the defaulting party shall pay all costs and expenses, including a reasonable attorney's fee, which 
or accrue from enforcing this agreement, or in obtaining possession of the premises covered hereby, or in pur 
remedy provided hereunder or by the statutes of the State of Utah whether such remedy is pursued by fill 
or otherwise. 
22. It is understood that the stipulations aforesaid are to apply to and bind the heirs, executors, adminisfcrmti 
eessors, and assigns of the respective parties hereto. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the said parties to this agreement have hereunto signed their names, the 4»f j 
first above written. 
Srgnedjn the presence^of yr yi 
/ftr- w jr/^ttf-
^ - n ^ 
n / W - g -
-&:, r<, 
rf^n'IrWfrlgfr <£** T T - ^ 
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C 
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• • ^ 
o 
~* 
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Q> 
—• 
m 
w» 
2> 
O 
O 
1 o 1 
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Ref.2 
Addreea 
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yKZ 
flBfrgfl** 
*»"«• »S?L_ 
WARRANTY DEED 
fag* H. Rywn and A. Viola Ityman, hia v i f s , aa Joint tanants grantor 
af Salt laka .Cowatyof Salt Lake , Stata of Utah, haraby 
aad WARRANT t» 
»• trlckaoo and t l ta Erlckaon, hla wlfa aa joint tananta and not aa 
la ai—inn, with full rlghta of aurviorahlp. 
grtBtat 
Vor the ton of 
— DOLLARS, 
af Salt Uks City, Utah 
•••••••Tea and no/100 
tha faoowlaff deacribad tract of land In 
State of Utah: 
County, 
Tha Southaaat Quartar of tha Southwaat Quartar of Sactipn 11, Tovnahlp 
4 South, Ranga 1 Watt, Salt Laka Baaa and Meridian^M N 1 
EXCEPTING, THEREF10M, all railroad lande, dwdri to Utah Povar and Light Oowpany. 
Subject to currant ganaral taxas, eaaaawmte, raatrlctlona and rlghta of way of 
racord or anforcaabla In law or aqulty. 
38 Acres, Together with a 50 foot right of way fro* 14600 South to said 
property. Along the west side of property belonging to Carl W. Anderson. 
Seller reserves right of Ingress and egress (a 50' roadway) through property 
to prop"ty on East side. The expenses of bridge and roadway to be borne by 
buyer. i ! 
WITNES8, tha hand of aaid graator , thia 13th 
J»»« , A.D. If 77 
day of 
\ J ^ i f n a d l n 
^yjto-
th« 
iS. 
!
 I 
I
 ( 
I 
H 
STATE OF UTAH, 
County of 
0 , 1
 ***
 15t
*L~m». * v o f JttB# • A. a If 77 
paraoaafly appyaetTOgRtaa, Tag* M. Hywan and A. Viola Nyajan hla vifa. 
the aia««ra/W& wttffilnjajiiniaat, who dai? < 
— f/£i< :^\ 
V i ^ i r - < .<Sl 
K&M^L 
, * > ^ i ^ « " • • • « 
-Batidiat in alt Laka City, Utah 
>Mfc 
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kU&'^-^i'.'iA ^vlsAl 
Thiro Juciiciui DLirict 
MAY 1 9 1992 
MITCHELL J. OLSEN g;.iT u-r: oo«i• rv 
Utah State Bar No. 3845
 ay " '-
OLSEN & OLSEN " u,Vu.yC 
Attorneys for Defendant 
8138 South State Street 
Midv^le, Utah 84047 
Telephone: 255-7176 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT 01-' THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
GARRARD GARAGE AND IMPLEMENT 
CORPORATION, a Utah 
Corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
LEWIS H. MOUSLEY, et. al, 
Defendant, 
LEWIS H. MOUSLEY, et. al., 
Cross-Claimants, 
vs. 
SPENCER BLAKE, ERVEENA BLAKE 
Cross-Defendants, 
LEWIS H. MOUSLEY, et. al., 
Third Party Plaintiffs, 
ORDER 
('• ^ 1% -t-c"( 
Civil No. (5&8—l*W-
Honorable Scott Daniels 
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vs . 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, SRI 
COMPANY, A Utah Corporation, 
VALLEY BANK AND TRUST 
COMPANY, A Utah Corporation, 
Third Party Defendants. 
The plaintiff's Motion to Set Aside the Findings of 
Fact ai.d Con'cluu ions ot Law came on regularly for hearing before 
the Honorable Scott Daniels. The plaintiff was present and was 
represented by nis attorneys, Gayle Dean Hunt and Steven A. 
Weithrich. The defendants, Mousiey et al., were not present but 
were represented by their attorney, Mitchell J. Olsen. Upon 
reviewing the Affidavits, Exhibits, Memoranda, and upon 
receiving ordi argument from respective counsel, and good cause 
appearing tnefetor, 
IT IS H2REBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED: 
1. That plaintiff's Motion to Set Aside the Findings 
of Fact and Conclusions of Law be and the s^me is hereby denied, 
DATED this day of '__J_ , 1992. 
BY THE COURT: .- -7 , 
' • • ;' / "71-v ry.^ 
DISTRICT COURT JUDGE / ,-^  ' T ^ ^ ^ -
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r 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
!j ''T-A// / ) ,-w /' 
;; I hereby certify that on the / • ^  day of ,. LlJlA <. 
i' 1992, I mailed a true and correct copy of the foregoing MOTiGU, 
• i 
!| to: Gayle Dean Hunt, Attorney for Plaintiff, 50 South 600 East, 
i| Suite 250, Salt Lake City, Utah 84102, postage prepaid thereon. 
'fr/.V^' iu^ Jj,t(/i 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
GARRARD GARAGE AND IMPLEMENT ) 
CORPORATION, A UTAH CORPOR-
ATION, 
PLAINTIFF, 
LEWIS H. MOUSLEY, RUTH M. 
MOUSLEY, ET AL., 
DEFENDANTS. 
'/TdsTUJb 
CIVIL NO.C88-090-1879 
ORAL ARGUMENTS 
3E IT REMEMERED THAT ON FRIDAY, THE 10TH DAY 
OF APRIL, 1992, COMMENCING AT THE HOUR OF 11:00 O'CLOCK 
A.M., THE ABOVE-ENTITLED MATTER CAME ON FOR HEARING IN THE 
COURTROOM OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, IN AND FOR SALT 
LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH; SAID CAUSE BEING HELD BY THE 
HONORABLE SCOTT DANIELS, JUDGE IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DIS-
TRICT COURT, STATE OF UTAH. 
?3i£2 ftST-SiST C3U3T 
Third judicial District 
3y 
SEP 1 1 1992 
SAL f L J j k * COUNTY 
&%' t/Mr 
-eouty 
EILEEN M. AMBROSE, C.5.R . 
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A P P E A R A N C E S 
FOR THE P L A I N T I F F : 
FOR THE DEFENDANT 
MR. WUTHRIO 
MR. 0LSEN'= 
MR. WUTHRK-
JUDGE'S R.L 
• RGJMENT 
. . • i Z N 
STEVEN A. WUTHRICH 
GAYLE DEAN HUNT & ASSOC. 
50 SOUTH 600 EAST, SUITE it 2 5 0 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84102 
MITCHELL J. OLSEN 
OLSEN & OLSEN 
8138 SOUTH STATE STREET 
MIDVALE, UTAH 84047 
N D E X 
REDLY ARGUMENT 
PAGE 
3 
11 
19 
21 
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MHIIHH! 
"JUDGE DANIELS: THE MATTER BEFORE THE COURT IS 
GARRARD GARAGE VERSUS MOUSLEY. THIS IS YOUR MOTION TO 
ESSENTIALLY SET ASIDE THE FINDINGS OF FACT. 
MR. WUTHRICH: THAT IS CORRECT, YOUR HONOR. 
STEVE WUTHR1C- APPEARING FOR GARRARD GARAGE. 
^ OGE DANIELS: I THOUGHT GAYLE DEAN HUNT--
MR. WUTHRICH: I'M WITH GAYLE HUNT'S OFFICE. 
J^ -DGE DANIELS: OKAY. YOU CAN PROCEED, MR. 
WUTHRICH. 
MR. WUTHRICH: THANK YOU, YOUR HONOR. AS THE 
COURT WILL RECALL THIS WAS TRIED ON OCTOBER 19TH, 1989, 
THE ORIGINAL DISPUTE BEING OVER A CONTRACT FOR SALE FOR 
46 ACRES OF PROPERTY. ORIGINAL SALES PRICE, $250,000.00. 
NOW, THE COURT TOOK TWO DAYS OF EVIDENCE. II 
WASN'T AN ENTIRE TWO DAYS OF EVIDENCE; ONE, AND PART OF 
ANOTHER. AFTER THE EVIDENCE THE COURT MADE RULINGS. AND 
IN THOSE RULINGS THE COURT FOUND, ESSENTIALLY, THAT BOTH 
PARTIES WERE IN BREACH, THAT THE SELLERS, THE MOUSLEYS, 
WERE IN BREACH FOR THEIR FAILURE TO DELIVER WRITTEN RELEASE: 
OF ONE ACRE FOR EVERY $7,000.00 PAID UNDER THE CONTRACT. 
THEY FOUND THAT MR. NYMAN WAS IN BREACH--OR GARRARD GARAGE 
WAS IN BREACH FOR HIS FAILURE TO BUILD AND CONSTRUCT A BRIG-
AND RIGHT-OF-WAY AS REQUIRED BY THAT CONTRACT. 
LOOKING AT BOTH PARTIES IN BREACH THIS COURT 
3 
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RULED THAT THIS WAS A CASE IN EQUITY AND' PROCEEDED TO FASHION) 
A REMEDY. 
IT FIRST HELD THAT MR. GARRARD GARAGE WOULD HAVE 
i 
90 DAYS IN WHICH TO BRING THE CONTRACT CURRENT, IN WHICH • 
CASE, THE CONTRACT WOULD GO FORWARD. IF HE FAILED TO TAKE 
ADVANTAGE OF THAT 90 DAY PERIOD A FORECLOSURE ORDER WOULD 
ENTER. WE ARE NOT DISPUTING THAT PORTION OF THE FINDINGS 
OF FACT. 
BUT THE COURT ALSO RULED THAT MR. NYMAN WAS ! 
ENTITLED TO HIS ONE ACRE FOR EVERY $7,000.00 PAID TO BE 
CONVEYED TO GARRARD GARAGE PURSUANT TO THE CONTRACT. BUT 
THE BREACH OF THE BRIDGE WAS STILL TO BE ADDRESSED AND THE 
COURT SPECIFICALLY RULED, AND DID IT TWICE, TO MAKE IT VERY 
CLEAR TO COUNSEL, I THINK, THAT THE CONTRACT THAT WAS TO 
BE ASSIGNED, AND THIS IS THIS LEAR CONTRACT, WAS TO BE VALUED. 
IN OTHER WORDS, IF THE BRIDGE HAD NOT BEEN BUILT IN A YEAR, 
THE DEFENDANTS, THE MOUSLEYS, WERE TO RECEIVE THE BENEFITS 
OF THIS OTHER REAL ESTATE CONTRACT. THIS LEAR CONTRACT, 
THAT CONTRACT WAS TO BE VALUED AND THE PAYMENT THAT THE 
MOUSLEYS SHOULD HAVE RECEIVED WERE TO BE OFFSET AGAINST , 
THE PROPERTY, THE ONE ACRE FOR EVERY $7,000.00 PAID, IN 
CONVEYING THE PROPERTY TO GARRARD GARAGE. j 
NOW, SHORTLY AFTER TRIAL MY CLIENT MADE, I THINK, j 
i 
A CRITICAL STRATEGICAL ERROR--TERMINATED HIS COUNSEL, LEFT ! 
HIMSELF WITHOUT A CAPTAIN OF A SHIP IN THE MIDST OF RAGING 
«t 
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WATERS. HIS COUNSEL DID NOT, THEREFORE, PREPARE THE FINDINGS 
OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AS HE SHOULD HAVE DONE. 
WHILE HE WAS TRYING TO OBTAIN SUBSTITUTE COUNSEL, 
THE DEFENDANT, IN PERHAPS JUSTIFIED FRUSTRATION FOR NOT 
HAVING THOSE FINDINGS PRESENTED, WANTED TO PROCEED ON THE 
FORECLOSURE, SUBMITTED HIS PROPOSED ORDER--THAT ORDER, 
FINDINGS OF ^ C , AND THEN, APPARENTLY, A JUDGMENT THAT 
MIRRORS IT WAS ENTERED BY THIS COURT. 
AF^ER TALKING TO OTHER COUNSEL WHO TOLD MY CLIENT 
PROPERLY TO GET BACK TO THE CAPTAIN OF THE SHIP, HE WENT 
BACK, AND T^EY DID FILE A MOTION TO SET ASIDE THE FINDINGS 
OF FACT, DID NO ^JRTHER WORK ON THE FILE. WE TOOK IT UP 
WITH AN AMENDED MOTION THAT BRINGS US HERE TODAY. 
^JRS.ANT TO RULE 60, AND THERE'S A LONG HISTORY 
IN THE UTAH COURTS, WHEN A FINDING OF FACT OR JUDGMENT DOES 
NOT TRULY REFLECT WHAT THE COURT RULED, IT MAY BE SET ASIDE 
UNDER RULE 60. 
NOW, DEFENDANT HAS ARGUED IN HIS BRIEF RULE 59 
TIME CONSTRAINTS ARE GONE, 10 DAYS TOO LATE, TOO HOT TO 
TOO COLD, HE AINTT GOING TO DO IT. BUT UNDER RULE 60, IF 
THE JUDGMENT THAT'S ENTERED DOES NOT ACCURATELY REFLECT 
WHAT THE COURT RULED, IT MAY BE SET ASIDE. 
AND I T VE CITED NUMEROUS CASES TO THE COURT, THE 
LATEST OF WHICH, I BELIEVE, WAS A SLIP OPINION OF THE COURT 
OF APPEALS. THOSE CASES ARE MEAGHER V. EQUITY OIL. THAT 
5 
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STARTS (1956). 
AND WE HAVE DARRINGTON V, WADE, A UTAH ADVANCED 
REPORTS DECISION IN (1991). 
IN ALL OF THOSE CASES IT SAYS, nWHEN A TRIAL 
JUDGE SIGNS AN ORDER PREPARED BY COUNSEL, MISTAKENLY OR INAD-
VERTENTLY ASSUMING THAT [T CORRECTLY REFLECTS THE COURT'S 
JUDGMENT, THE MISTAKE OF CLERICAL OR PERFUNCTORY ORDER, 
WHICH THE' CO-RT MAY CORRECT ON ITS OWN MOTION.fT 
• AND OTHER CASES UNDER RULE 60(A), RICHARDS V. 
SIDDOWAY AND LINDSAY V. ATKIN, ALL SHOW THAT THAT MAY BE 
SET ASIDE UNDER RLLE 60(A). 
TnIS CASE, IT'S OUR OPINION, OUR POSITION, THAT 
THERE WERE T H R E E SPECIFIC DEFECTS THAT WERE NOT ACCORDING 
TO THE COURT'S RULING. THE FIRST OF WHICH IS THAT THE CON-
TRACT WAS TO 3E VALUED. NOW THE COURT DIDN'T GIVE COUNSEL 
A SPECIFIC FORMULA FOR DOING THAT, BUT IN THIS CASE DEFENSE 
COUNSEL SIMPLY TOOK THE GROSS PRICE OF THE CONTRACT AS OF 
NOVEMBER 7TH, NOVEMBER 1, 1971, TOGETHER WITH INTEREST. 
THAT IS FAR OVER-REACHING, WE BELIEVE, SHOULD BE SHOCKING 
TO THIS COURT BECAUSE THE CONTRACT WAS NOT TO BE ASSIGNED 
UNTIL 1978 WHEN THE REAL ESTATE CONTRACT AT ISSUE HERE WAS 
ENTERED INTO. AND EVEN THEN THERE WAS A ONE-YEAR PERIOD 
TO BUILD THE BRIDGE. SO AT THE MOST THEY WOULD NOT HAVE 
BEEN ENTITLED TO ANY PAYMENTS UNDER THIS LEAR CONTRACT UNTIL 
1979. BUT THEY HAVE TAKEN THE WHOLE VALUE OF THE CONTRACT, 
6 
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1 SEVEN YEARS OF PAYMENTS HAVING ALREADY BEEN PAID UNDER IT, 
2 PRIOR TO THEIR ASSIGNMENT DATE, THEY HAVE TAKEN THE INTEREST 
3 ON TOP OF THAT AND THEY HAVE IGNORED AN ENCUMBRANCE THAT 
4 HAD TO BE PAID UNDER THAT TO THE FEDERAL LAND BANK. BY 
5 DOING THAT THEY ENDED UP WITH A 536,000.00, AT THIS POINT 
6 | IN TIME, MONEY JUDGMENT AGAINST MY CLIENT THAT WE BELIEVE 
7
 IS NOT A VAL'-A" ION. WE 3ELIEVE THAT'S NOT EVEN A GOOD FAITH 
8 ATTEMPTED VALUATION. WE BELIEVE THAT IS OVER-REACHING. 
9 SECONDLY, THE COURT MADE IT CLEAR THAT WHATEVER 
10 I THE VALUE OF THE CONTRACT WAS IT WAS TO BE OFFSET AGAINST 
11 THE LAND TO 3E CONVEYED TO GARRARD GARAGE. THE COURT NEVER 
12 ! INTENDED A MONEY JUDGMENT BE ENTERED AGAINST MY CLIENT. 
13 | COURT WAS FASHIONING A REMEDY IN EQUITY FOR WHAT IT FOUND 
14 | TO BE TWO PARTIES IN BREACH OF A CONTRACT. 
'5 | NOW, THE MOUSLEYS, OF COURSE, HAD WANTED TO FOR-
1 f i I FEIT OUT GARRARD GARAGE IN ITS ENTIRETY AND NOT CONVEY ANY 
OF THE LAND. SO, IN ESSENCE, THEY USED THE MONEY JUDGMENT 17 
18
 TO ACCOMPLISH THE SAME THING. SINCE THERE WAS NOT INTENDED 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
TO BE A MONEY JUDGMENT, CLEARLY, THIS COURT SHOULD SET ASIDE 
THE FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW IRRESPECTIVE 
OF HOW IT VALUES THE CONTRACT. 
THIRDLY, THE COURT SAID THAT THE CONVEYANCES 
OF REAL PROPERTY THAT WERE TO BE MADE, THE ONE ACRE FOR 
EVERY 7,000 THAT HAD BEEN PAID, WERE TO BE PURSUANT TO THE 
CONTRACT. THE CONTRACT PROVIDED CLEARLY IN THERE THAT IT 
7 
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WAS TO BE A CONVEYANCE BY SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED. THE JUDG-
MENT, FINDINGS OF FACT, PROVIDE THAT IT'S TO BE A CONVEYANCE 
BY QUIT CLAIM DEED. NOW, DEFENDANT COUNTERS AND HE SAYS 
WELL, THERE'S ENCUMBRANCES, THERE'S POTENTIAL MEANS, THERE'S 
POTENTIAL CLOUDS ON THE TITLE AND THOSE ARE CAUSED BY 
GARRARD GARAGE OR ITS ASSIGNEES AND, THEREFORE, WE COULDN'T 
CONVEY BY SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED. 
T_E RESPONSE TO THAT IS THAT ASSIGNEES WERE A 
FORESEEN EVEN' UNDER THE CONTRACT. THE CONTRACT TALKS ABOUT 
BUYER OR ITS ASSIGNEES. THE CONTRACT PROVIDED THE CONVEY-
ANCE WAS TO 3E 3Y SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED AND A SPECIAL 
WARRANTY DEED COULD CLEARLY EXCEPT THEREFROM ANY ENCUMBRANCES 
OR ANY CLOUDS ON THE TITLE THAT THEY FELT WERE THE FAULT 
0 F T H E ASSIGNEES. CONVEYANCE BY QUIT CLAIM DEED IS JUST 
NOT A MARKErA3Lc TITLE LEAVING MY CLIENT WITHOUT SOMETHING 
HE COULD BORROW AGAINST. AND WE BELIEVE THIS WAS FOR THE 
PURPOSE OF PREVENTING HIM FROM STEPPING FORWARD AND CURING 
THE CONTRACT WITHIN THE 90 DAYS THE COURT GAVE HIM, IF HE 
WANTED TO REINSTATE. NEVERTHELESS, MY CLIENT DID NOT ELECT 
TO REINSTATE THE CONTRACT SO WE DON'T ASK YOU TO SET ASIDE 
THE FORECLOSURE SALE. 
WHAT WE DO ASK, YOUR HONOR, IS THAT THE FINDINGS 
OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW BE SET ASIDE INSOFAR AS 
THEY'RE INCONSISTENT WITH THE COURT'S RULINGS OF OCTOBER 
19TH 1989, AND THAT THE CONTRACT BE VALUED PROPERLY; THAT 
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1 SHOULD BE THE PAYMENT THAT THEY WOULD HAVE GOTTEN. 
2 J WE ALSO ASK THE COURT TO LOOK AT AND CONSIDER 
3 THE FACT THAT IF THE ASSIGNMENT OR CONTRACT PAYMENTS WAS 
4 i MADE TO THE DEFENDANTS, MOUSLEYS, THEY WERE THEN UNDER AN 
5 OBLIGATION TO BUILD THE BRIDGE. HAVING NOT DONE SO THEY 
6 j SHOULD NOT 3E -^WARDED "THOSE MONIES. IN FACT, IT'S REALLY 
7 I A WASH. ThEv -v-;v 7 GET THE CONTRACT AND THEY DON'T BUILD 
i 
8 j A BRIDGE, - : \ '—v SUFFER NO DAMAGES. WE WOULD ASK THE 
9 I COURT TO LO<~X A ' ^HAT ONCE IT SETS IT ASIDE. 
10 I SECONDLY, IF THE COURT FINDS IT IS IN ITS DISCRE-
11 j TION TO SE^ .".SIDE" ^ HFSE FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS 
12 | OF LAW, T H - : ,^5
 A FORECLOSURE SALE HERE ON REAL PROPERTY, 
13 ' PART OF WH[ > ,, A S TO BE RETAINED BY MY CLIENT PURSUANT TO 
14 ! THE RELEASEE. "-IS PROPERTY HAD INSIDE THE CONTRACT IRRI-
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
GATION WATER STOCK AS A PART THEREOF. PURSUANT TO UTAH 
CODE, AND If ;E CITED IT IN MY BRIEF, 78-37-6, WHENEVER THERE 
IS A FORECLOSURE SALE WITH REGARD TO REAL PROPERTY WHICH 
HAS ATTACHED TO IT WATER RIGHTS THE COURT IS TO APPORTION 
THOSE WATER RIGHTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PARCELS THAT ARE 
SOLD TO SATISFY THE JUDGMENT. AND WE BELIEVE THAT THE COURT 
SHOULD APPORTION THE WATER STOCK WITH RESPECT TO THE REAL 
PROPERTY THAT IS EVENTUALLY FOUND TO BE THE PROPER AMOUNT 
THAT MY CLIENT SHOULD HAVE RECEIVED UNDER THE RELEASES. 
JUDGE DANIELS: WELL, I DON'T RECALL THAT BEING 
LITIGATED. DID WE DISCUSS THAT? I MEAN, IT'S BEEN A YEAR 
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AND A HALF, THREE, TWO AND A HALF YEARS, BUT I DONTT REMEMBER 
DISCUSSING THE WATER STOCK. 
MR. WUTHRICH: THAT WAS NOT ADDRESSED. AND IF 
THE COURT DOES NOT SET ASIDE THE FINDINGS OF FACT AND CON-
CLUSIONS OF LAW IT WOULD BE A NEW ISSUE. IT WAS NOT RULED 
ON; IT WASNrT ARGUED FOR OR AGAINST. 
-UDUE DANIELS: I SEE. 
MR. ,vUTHR[CH: BUT WE DO HAVE, IN FACT, IN FRONT 
OF THE COURT A CONTRACT WITH WATER STOCK IN IT; WE DO HAVE 
MANDATORY LANGJAGE THAT THAT BE APPORTIONED. I THINK THE 
LEGISLATURE WAS VERY CONCERNED THAT IRRIGATED LAND REMAINED 
IRRIGATED A\D NOT 3E TURNED ARID. AND WHAT MY CLIENT ENDED 
UP WITH IS ACREAGE THAT IS ARID. 
_DGE DANIELS: HOW WOULD I HAVE AUTHORITY TO 
DO THAT UNDER 60(B)? NEWLY DISCOVERED EVIDENCE OR SOME-
THING? I DON'T KNOW HOW I WOULD HAVE THE AUTHORITY TO DO 
IT AT THIS POINT. 
MR. WUTHRICH: WELL, UNDER 60(A) THE COURT WOULD 
HAVE AUTHORITY TO SET ASIDE ITS PREVIOUS FINDINGS OF FACT 
AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW FOR THE REASONS ITVE JUST STATED. 
JUDGE DANIELS: ONCE THERE'S WATER STOCK, IS 
NOT A CLERICAL ERROR. 
MR. WUTHRICH: THAT IS CORRECT. ONCE THOSE 
FINDINGS ARE SET ASIDE, THOUGH, IT SEEMS TO ME THE TIME 
LIMITS UNDER RULE 59 START ANEW. IN OTHER WORDS, WERE A 
10 
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NEW JUDGMENT TO BE ENTERED I COULD, WITHIN 10 DAYS, SIMPLY j 
! 
TRY TO ADDRESS ALL ISSUES AT ONCE AND OBVIATE THE ONES TO ! 
A SET OF OTHER MOTIONS. AND I DIDN'T WANT TO JUST SUBSTITUTE 
ISSUES THAT I THOUGHT REMAIN OUTSTANDING. HAD THEY NOT 
OVER-REACHED, HAD THEY NOT BAD FAITH VALUE OF THE CONTRACT, 
HAD THEY NOT GONE AGAINST THE INSTRUCTIONS OF THIS COURT 
IN THE MATTER OF PREPARING ORDERS, IT WOULD BE BARRED. 
HAVING OVER-REACHED, HAVING LEFT GROUNDS FOR THIS COURT 
TO SET ASIDE "-AT JUDGMENT I BELIEVE THAT THE COURT CAN 
ADDRESS THAT ISSUE. 
v-'.DGE DANIELS: I SEE. THANK YOU. 
S R^ . OLSEN? 
MR. OLSEN: YOUR HONOR, HAS THE COURT HAD AN 
OPPORTUNITY T-Q REVIEW--
JUDGE DANIELS: YES, I HAVE. 
MR. OLSEN: --THE MYRIAD OF PAPER WORK THAT HAVE 
BEEN PROVIDED TO THE COURT? 
JUDGE DANIELS: I DID. I READ IT. 
MR. OLSEN: OKAY. JUST A BRIEF SYNOPSIS, YOUR 
HONOR, JUST TO KIND OF SET THE SCENE AS TO WHAT'S TAKING 
PLACE. 
IF THE COURT WILL REMEMBER, MR. MADDOX AND I 
TRIED THIS CASE BEFORE THIS COURT CLEAR BACK IN 1989. SUBSE-
QUENT TO THE TRIAL MR. MADDOX WAS ORDERED TO PREPARE THE 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, ALSO THE JUDGMENT 
11 
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AND ORDER. HE FAILED TO DO SO AND THERE WAS A MYRIAD OF 
REQUESTS BY MY OFFICE ASKING HIM TO PREPARE THOSE FINDINGS 
OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW. ALSO THE JUDGMENT AND ORDER.' 
SUBSEQUENT THERETO MR. MADDOX FILED HIS WITHDRAWAL; 
OF COUNSEL. 
AFTEWARDS, BASED ON HIS WITHDRAWAL OF COUNSEL, 
YOUR HONOR, ,%-A^  [ DID, IS IN ORDER TO PROVIDE THE COURT 
WITH A FINDINGS Q- -ACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, I HAD--
MAY I APPROACH THE BENCH? 
JUDGE DANIELS: YES. 
MR. OLSEN: I HAD PAID $1,250.00 TO HAVE PETERSON 
£ WANLASS -R = =>ARE WHAT WAS TO BE THE LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS 
FOR THE PARCELS THAT WOULD BE DEEDED TO THE PLAINTIFF AND 
DEEDED TO "^E DEFENDANT. AFTER ACQUIRING THOSE LEGAL 
DESCRIPTIONS, YOUR HONOR, I SENT COPIES OF FINDINGS OF FACT, 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND JUDGMENT AND ORDER PURSUANT TO MY 
AFFIDAVIT TO SPENCER & ERVEENA BLAKE, GARRARD GARAGE, MR. 
NYMAN, MR. BALDWIN, AND COUNSEL FOR VALLEY BANK, MR. MADDOX, 
AND OBVIOUSLY, TO THE COURT. 
IT WAS AFTER CORRESPONDENCE WITH MR. MADDOX--
AND THE COURT WILL NOTICE IN THE FILE THAT EVEN THOUGH MR. 
MADDOX WITHDRAWS AS COUNSEL, HIS OFFICE CONTINUES TO REPRE-
SENT MR. NYMAN. MR. GUNNARSON, OF COURSE, BEING PART AND 
PARCEL OF THE OFFICE OF MR. MADDOX. 
NEVERTHELESS, SUBSEQUENT THERETO I FOLLOWED 
12 
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THROUGH WITH THE COURTfS ORDER, WENT THROUGH THE FORECLOSURE, 
THE PROPERTY WAS SOLD--AND SOMETHING THAT I THINK THE COURT j 
NEEDS TO UNDERSTAND--IS THAT PURSUANT TO THE REAL ESTATE 
SALES AGREEMENT COUNSEL HAS ARGUED THAT WE DIDNfT DEED THE 
PROPERTY TO MR. NYMAN APPROPRIATELY. AS INDICATED BY THE 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION, THE JUDGMENT AND ORDER AND THE FINDINGS 
OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW.AND ALSO THE REAL ESTATE 
SALES AGREEMENT" WERE PROVIDED TO PETERSON 5 WANLASS AND 
IT WAS THROUGH THAT THAT THEY PREPARED THE DEEDS FOR MR. 
NYMAN, AND THE DEEDS, OR THE FORECLOSURE, AND EVERYTHING 
ELSE FOR MY CL1ENTS. 
T~E AGREEMENT SPECIFICALLY STATES, YOUR HONOR, 
THAT "IN ORDER T0 FACILITATE THE CONVEYANCE"--AND I'M READING 
FROM PARAGRAPH 4--"OF THE PROPERTY IN THE EVENT OF THE DEAT-
OF SELLERS, THE PARTIES HERETO AGREE SIMULTANEOUSLY WITH 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS HEREOF TO ESTABLISH, AN ESCROW WITH 
ALTA TITLE COMPANY, SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH. SELLERS AGREE 
TO EXECUTE AND DELIVER TO ALTA TITLE COMPANY A WARRANTY 
DEED CONVEYING THE ABOVE DESCRIBED PROPERTY TO ALTA TITLE 
COMPANY, AS TRUSTEE, AND AUTHORIZE SAID TRUSTEE TO RECORD 
SAID DEED AND THEREAFTER TO CONVEY TITLE." 
YOUR HONOR, MY CLIENT COULDNfT CONVEY ANY PROPERTY 
TO MR. NYMAN. IT WAS LEGALLY IMPOSSIBLE TO DO SO. THE 
BEST THAT I COULD DO WAS TO HAVE THE LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS 
PREPARED BY PETERSON AND WANLASS ENGINEERING, DELIVER THOSE 
13 
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TO THE TITLE COMPANY AS TRUSTEE, AND HAVE THEM CONVEYED. 
NOW, AS THE COURT WILL REMEMBER, AND MUCH L IT I- | 
GATION HAS TAKEN PLACE BEFORE THIS COURT, ALTA TITLE COMPANY j 
FILED BANKRUPTCY. THEY WERE THE ESCROW AGENT. MY CLIENTS, ; 
WHEN I REPRESENTED THEM, THROUGHOUT THIS PROCEDURE, WE DIDN'T 
WANT A TRUSTS. '•-'AT WAS A DECISION THAT MR. NYMAN MADE 
BECAUSE MY C L ; : \ ' S WERE AGED AND MY CLIENTS LIVE THROUGHOUT 
THE WESTERN - •"• - ' •"- THE UNITED STATES. THERE IS NO WAY 
THEY COULD CO\.~.v, IN AN EXPEDITIOUS MANNER, BECAUSE OF 
THE PROBLEMS _"G I 5 rICALLY. MR. NYMAN SELECTED OUT THE TITLE 
COMPANY AS TR.S'EE, THEY FILED BANKRUPTCY, THE TRUSTEE IN 
THE BANKRUp~-;> ;0>.RT ASSIGNED WESTERN STATES TITLE TO BE 
THE SUBSTIT.:-; -R.STEE, SO WESTERN STATES TITLE IS CURRENTLY 
THE TRUSTEE. BECAUSE [--THERE WAS NO OTHER COUNSEL THAT 
WAS DOING ANY'-I\G--I PROVIDED THE LEGALS TO WESTERN STATES 
TITLE AND AS TRUSTEE THEY WERE THE ONES THAT MADE THE CONVEY-
ANCES. I DIDN'T MAKE THE CONVEYANCES, MY CLIENT DIDN'T 
MAKE THE CONVEYANCES. SO THE ISSUE AS TO HOW THAT SHOULD 
BE CONVEYED, THAT'S AN ISSUE THAT MUST BE RESOLVED BETWEEN 
COUNSEL, MR. NYMAN AND WESTERN STATES TITLE. I HAVE NO 
AUTHORITY; MY CLIENTS HAVE NO AUTHORITY TO DEED PROPERTY. 
I THINK THE COURT HAS CLEARLY REVIEWED THE 
FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, JUDGMENT AND ORDER 
PURSUANT TO RULE k-50k OF THE JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION, AND 
ALSO RULE 59. YOUR "ONOR, THEY HAD FIVE DAYS TO ACT PURSUANT 
Ik 
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TO RULE <+-50<+ AND THEY HAD 10 DAYS TO FILE A MOTION TO SET 
ASIDE PURSUANT TO RULE 59. j 
JUDGE DANIELS: WHAT ABOUT RULE 60? THATTS HOW j 
THEY'RE PROCEEDING. ] 
MR. OLSEN: AND I UNDERSTAND THAT, BUT WHAT 
THEY'RE USING, YOUR HONOR, FIRST OF ALL, MR. GUNNARSON FILES 
HIS MOTION T0 SE T ASIDE THREE MONTHS AFTER THEY'D BEEN FILED. 
HE INDICATES AN OBJECTION TO THE FACT THAT 28,500 WAS NOT 
SET FORTH [N 7-iE FINDINGS. HE OBJECTS BASED ON THE FACT 
THAT WE DIDN'^ CONVEY 17 1/7 ACRES. AND THE COURT SAID, 
AND THE CONTRACT CLEARLY STATES, THAT FOR EVERY $7,000.00 
THE FACT T^ERE WAS A LITTLE OVERAGE WE CAN'T CONVEY A SEVENTH 
OF AN ACRE. SO I BELIEVE THAT'S BEEN ADDRESSED. 
HE ALSO OBJECTS TO THE COURT'S FINDING — OR, EXCUSE 
ME, TO THE FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW BASED 
ON THE CONVEYANCE. I'VE ADDRESSED THAT. 
AND THEN IT'S NOT, YOUR HONOR, IT'S NOT FOR TWO 
YEARS AFTERWARDS THAT THE AMENDED MOTION TO SET ASIDE IS 
FILED BY COUNSEL. 
NOW, THEY OBVIOUSLY ADDRESS TWO DIFFERENT ISSUES. 
THEY ADDRESS THE WATER. THE WATER IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE 
COMPLAINT, THE WATER WAS NEVER ADDRESSED AT TRIAL, THE WATER ! 
WAS NEVER AN ISSUE. THERE'S NEVER BEEN ANY REQUEST FOR \ 
A CONVEYANCE OF WATER. OUR UNDERSTANDING OF THE AGREEMENT, 
OF COURSE, WAS THAT THE WATER WOULD BE TRANSFERRED OR 
15 
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CONVEYED ONCE THE CONTRACT WAS FULFILLED. BUT WATER WAS 
NEVER AN ISSUE. BUT NOW, TO GO BACK AND LITIGATE THE WATER, 
I BELIEVE THAT PARTICULAR ISSUE IS MOOT. 
WITH REGARDS TO THEIR ARGUMENT ON THE BRIDGE. 
COUNSEL IS CORRECT, I TOOK THE FACE VALUE OF THE CONTRACT, 
THE $18,750.00, AND IT WAS THROUGH THAT THAT IT WAS DETER-
MINED THAT T^E VALUE OF THAT PARTICULAR CONTRACT WAS 
$36,000.00, I- YOU ADD THE INTEREST IN. I HAVE NOT DONE 
ANYTHING BUT "HAT. 
NOW, IN MY RESPONSE TO, OR MY BRIEF IN OPPOSITION 
TO COUNSEL'S MOTION TO SET ASIDE, I THINK IT T S CRITICAL 
TO UNDERSTAND, YOUR HONOR, THAT THIS ISSUE WITH THE BRIDGE 
IS MUCH MORE COMPLEX. I TRIED A CASE, I CAN'T REMEMBER 
IF IT WAS BEFORE THIS COURT OR BEFORE ANOTHER COURT, CLEAR 
BACK IN THE EARLY f 8 0 T S WITH MR. NYMAN ON THE SAME ISSUE. 
WHAT HAD HAPPENED--IF I MIGHT APPROACH THE BENCH--I HAVE 
ACQUIRED ALL OF THE--MR. NYMAN AND HIS AFFIDAVIT HAS INDI-
CATED THAT HE DID NOT RECEIVE ANY PAYMENTS FROM MR. LEAR. 
WELL, IN THE LITIGATION THAT TOOK PLACE IN THE EARLY f 8 0 T S . 
YOUR HONOR--AND I HAVE THAT. IT T S C-81-676. WE LITIGATED 
THIS PARTICULAR ISSUE, THE ISSUE OF THE CONTRACT. NOW, 
IF THE COURT WILL NOTICE, CLEAR BACK IN 1980, DECEMBER 18TH 
OF 1980, MR. AND MRS. LEAR ASSIGNED THE CONTRACT TO DWIGHT 
PETERSON. IF THE COURT WILL WORK DOWN TO PARAGRAPH 2, IN 
1980 THE VALUE OF THE CONTRACT WAS $15,117.65. NOW IN MR. 
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NYMAN!S OWN AFFIDAVIT HE INDICATES THAT THE VALUE OF THE 
CONTRACT PURSUANT TO PARAGRAPH 5 IN 1979, THE VALUE WAS 
ONLY $1^,700.00. 
WELL, AS WE LITIGATED THROUGH THIS THING, YOUR 
HONOR, IT WAS CLEAR THAT AFTER THE CONTRACT WAS ASSIGNED 
TO MR. PETERSON, MR. PETERSON CONTINUED TO PAY ALL THE PAY-
MENTS, MR. LEAR AND MRS. LEAR HAD PAID ALL OF THE PAYMENTS 
UP TO THE TIME THAT IT WAS ASSIGNED, AS SET FORTH IN THE 
ASSIGNMENT 0^ CONTRACT, AND THEN SUBSEQUENT THERETO, AFTER 
THE LITIGATION--MAY I APPROACH THE BENCH—SUBSEQUENT THERETO, 
YOUR HONOR, YOU'LL NOTICE THAT THE PAYOFF ON THE LEAR CON-
TRACT WAS $13,650.00. SO MR. NYMAN RECEIVED FAR MORE THAN 
THE ALLEGED $2,777.00. 
WORKING DOWN ON THAT SELLERS SETTLEMENT STATEMENT 
THE COURT WILL NOTICE THAT HE DID HAVE TO PAY HIS ATTORNEY, 
WHO HAD LITIGATED WITH ME--OR AGAINST ME. HE DID HAVE TO 
PAY HIS PRIOR ATTORNEY, MR. COOK, BUT THOSE MONIES WERE 
DELIVERED TO MR. NYMAN. THE FACT HE ONLY RECEIVED $2,777.00 
IS IRRELEVANT. 
WHAT IfM STATING, YOUR HONOR, IS THIS. AT A 
MINIMUM, AT A MINIMUM, THAT CONTRACT, OR THE VALUE OF THAT 
CONTRACT AT THE TIME IT SHOULD HAVE BEEN ASSIGNED, WAS 
$24-, 900.00. IF THE COURT DOESN'T AGREE WITH THE WAY I HAVE 
CALCULATED IT, THE MINIMUM WOULD BE $2*4,900.00. THAT'S 
BASED ON $150.00 FOR THE PERIOD OF TIME THAT IT WAS ASSIGNED, 
17 
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1 
2 
4 
5 
I 
6 ! 
OR SHOULD HAVE BEEN ASSIGNED, PLUS $13,650.00 FOR A TOTAL 
OF $24,900.00. 
NOW, WITH REGARDS TO WHETHER WE SHOULD TAKE THAT 
IN PROPERTY OR WHETHER WE SHOULD TAKE A MONEY JUDGMENT, 
j THE REASON THAT I TOOK THE MONEY JUDGMENT, OF COURSE, WAS 
BECAUSE I HAD FORECLOSED. WESTERN STATES TITLE COMPANY 
7
 | HAD ALREADY TENDERED, PURSUANT.TO THE FILE, AND THE COURT 
8
 | WILL NOTICE, A L R E A D Y TENDERED THE DEEDS. I C O U L D N T T GO 
9
 ' BACK TO WESTERN STATES TITLE AND SAY HOLD IT, TIME OUT, 
10
 \ YOU DEEDED TOO MUCH, I FORECLOSED ON THE PROPERTY THAT THE 
11
 ! COURT AWARDED TO MY CLIENTS. ONCE I FORECLOSED ON THAI 
12
 | PROPERTY I HAD T 0 ENTER A JUDGMENT FOR THE AMOUNT THAT WAS 
13
 j DUE AND PAYABLE TO THE MOUSLEYS. FOR THAT REASON JUDGMENT 
i 
14
 | WAS 536,000.00. IF THE COURT SEES THAT WE SHOULD TAKE THAT 
i 
15
 j AMOUNT IN PROPERTY THEN WHAT I BELIEVE THE COURT HAS TO 
16 
17 
18 
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22 
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24 
25 
DO IS TAKE THE $7,000.00, AND IF THE COURT USES THE $24,900.01 
FIGURE, THAT'S THE COURT'S DISCRETION WHETHER IT'S THE 
$36,000.00 FIGURE, BUT I HAVE TO TAKE 7,000 INTO THAT FIGURE 
AND WE'RE ENTITLED TO A RETURN OF THE PROPERTY THAT WAS 
DEEDED BY THE TRUSTEE TO THE PLAINTIFF. 
BUT ONE WAY OR THE OTHER I'M ENTITLED, MY CLIENTS 
ARE ENTITLED TO THE VALUE OF THE JUDGMENT, OR THE ALTER-
NATIVE, THE PROPERTY. BUT THE COURT DIDN'T ORDER US TO 
BUILD A BRIDGE. THAT'S NOT AN ISSUE. I BELIEVE THAT'S 
NOT--WAS BROUGHT UP--IT WASN'T ADDRESSED UNTIL THE PLAIN-
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TIFF'S RECENT MOTION AND MEMORANDUM. 
RULE 60 MAY APPLY. OBVIOUSLY, MY ARGUMENT PUR-
SUANT TO MY MEMORANDUM IS THAT IT DOESN'T. I BELIEVE THAT 
4-504 AND RULE 59 ARE THOSE RULES THAT DO APPLY. 
AS I MENTIONED, I'VE ARGUED THE WATER STOCK. 
I DON'T BELIE7E THAT'S AN ISSUE. I BELIEVE THAT'S MOOT. 
MY CLIENTS AR^ -NTITLED TO THE WATER AND IF THE COURT SAW 
THAT MR. NYMAN '.•. A S ENTITLED TO THE WATER THEN OBVIOUSLY 
HE IS GOING TO PAY $600.00 PER YEAR ON THE WATER THEN AND 
THAT'S GOING TO I-.AVE TO BE APPORTIONED ALSO. AND HE IS 
GOING TO BE RESPONSIBLE FOR HIS SHARE OF THE WATER FEES--
$600.00 ON 0\:f, $400.00 ON THE OTHER. THERE ARE TWO DIFFER-
ENT IRRIGATION COMPANIES. THERE'S A LARGE AMOUNT OF MONEY 
THAT WOULD HAVE rO 3E EXCHANGED IN ORDER FOR HIM TO RECEIVE 
THE WATER, BUT I BELIEVE THAT'S IRRELEVANT. IT'S NEVER 
BEEN RAISED BEFORE AND WASN'T RAISED UNTIL TWO AND A HALF 
YEARS AFTER THE TRIAL HAD TAKEN PLACE. 
SUBMIT IT. 
JUDGE DANIELS: OKAY. YOU HAVE THE LAST WORD 
IF YOU WANT IT. 
MR. WUTHRICH: VERY BRIEFLY, YOUR HONOR. FIRST 
OFF, ONE OF THE DOCUMENTS THAT HAVE JUST BEEN PRESENTED 
TO THIS COURT IS NOT SIGNED BY MR. NYMAN, AND I DON'T KNOW 
WHAT MR. PETERSON'S POSITION WAS UNDER THE CONTRACT IN 1980 
OR HOW HE COMPUTED IT AND, OBVIOUSLY, CAN'T CROSS-EXAMINE 
19 
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HIM. THAT'S NOT SIGNED BY MY CLIENT. 
I DO NOTE THAT SEVERAL DIFFERENT FIGURES AS TO 
THE VALUE OF THIS CONTRACT WERE PRESENTED; NONE OF THEM 
IS THE EGREGIOUS RATE OF JUDGMENT THAT WAS ENTERED. CLEARLY, 
AND OBVIOUSLY, MR. OLSEN KNEW THAT THERE WERE SEVERAL METHODS 
OF LOOKING AT VALUE AND HE TOOK THE MOST EGREGIOUS POSITION, 
I DON'T THINK, ONE, THAT WOULD STAND UP IN OUR EQUITY; (2), 
NOBODY COULD SAY THAT YOU ARE ENTITLED TO RECEIVE PAYMENTS 
UNDER A CONTRACT CLEAR BACK TO SEVEN YEARS PRIOR TO THE 
DATE IT IS ASSIGNED TO YOU. NO LAWYER, I DON'T BELIEVE, 
COULD BE THAT IGNORANT. 
SECONDLY, AND I'D LIKE TO QUOTE FROM THE COURT, 
BASED UPON THAT, AND THIS IS A CASE IN EQUITY. WE ARE 
TALKING ABOUT FORECLOSURE HERE; THIS IS AN EQUITABLE CASE. 
AS AN EQUITABLE MATTER I THINK THE COURT HAS THE RIGHT TO 
FASHION AN EQUITABLE REMEDY. 
I THINK BOTH PARTIES COME BEFORE THE COURT TODAY 
IN THE POSITION OF ERROR. MY CLIENT COMES BEFORE THE COURT 
IN THE POSITION OF STRATEGICAL ERROR IN TERMINATING HIS 
COUNSEL AT AN IMPROPER MOMENT AND IN NOT JUMPING ON ANOTHER j 
COUNSEL QUICKER. BUT I BELIEVE THAT THE DEFENDANTS COME j 
BEFORE THIS COURT IN A POSITION OF INTENTIONALLY OVER-REACH I N|G 
AND INTENTIONALLY AVOIDING WHAT THE COURT INSTRUCTED THEM 
TO DO. BASED ON THAT I BELIEVE THAT THE COURT SHOULD WEIGH 
THOSE RELATIVE FAULTS, SHOULD SET ASIDE THE FINDINGS OF 
20 
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FACT, AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW. AND I WOULD NOTE WITH REGARD 
TO THE WATER, SINCE NEITHER PARTY ANTICIPATED THE JUDGMENT 
THAT THE COURT RULED, THAT IS, THAT MR. NYMAN, OR GARRARD 
GARAGE, YOU'RE ENTITLED TO--YOUR RELEASE IS PURSUANT TO 
THE CONTRACT AND YOU'RE ENTITLED TO FORECLOSE THE BALANCE 
OF THAT PROPERTY. SINCE NEITHER PARTY HAD TAKEN A POSITION 
THAT WE'RE BOTH AT FAULT AND THE LAND SHOULD BE SPLIT, 
OBVIOUSLY, THEY COULDN'T ANTICIPATE APPORTIONMENT OF THE 
WATER. EACH PARTY CAME TO THIS COURT THINKING I'M THE 
WINNER, THEY'RE IN DEFAULT, GIVE IT TO ME. THEY SAY WE 
ARE IN DEFAULT, GIVE IT TO THEM, AND THE COURT, IN ESSENCE, 
FOUND EACH PARTY HALF RIGHT. BUT WE COULDN'T ANTICIPATE 
THE APPORTIONMENT THAT THE COURT RULED AND, THEREFORE, 
COULDN'T ANTICIPATE THE ISSUE OF APPORTIONMENT OF THE WATE?, 
WHICH IS THE IMPORTANT POLICY OF UTAH LAW. THANK YOU. 
JUDGE DANIELS: THANK YOU. THAT MAKES SENSE. 
THAT IS A GOOD REASON WHY THE QUESTION OF THE WATER WASN'T 
BROUGHT BEFORE THE COURT. BUT I THINK THE BOTTOM LINE ON 
THIS CASE IS THE FACT THAT THE ISSUE IS WHETHER THIS IS 
A CLERICAL ERROR AND COMES UNDER RULE 60(A) OR NOT. AND 
I JUST DON'T THINK IT IS. CLERICAL ERROR IS YOU CAN SAY 
"PLAINTIFF" INSTEAD OF "DEFENDANT" OR YOU HAVE A WRONG NUMBER 
IN THERE BECAUSE OF A TYPO OR SOMETHING LIKE THAT. IF IT'S 
EVEN WHAT YOU SAY IT IS, THAT IT IS INTENTIONAL OVER-REACH I N-j , 
EVEN IF IT'S THAT, THAT'S NOT A CLERICAL ERROR. I DON'T 
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THINK CLERICAL ERROR OCCURS WHEN THERE'S LEGITIMATE OR EVEN 
A FANCIFUL DISPUTE AS TO WHAT THE COURT ORDERED AND, THERE-
FORE, QUESTION AS TO HOW THE FINDINGS SHOULD BE DRAFTED. 
THAT IS A MATTER THAT NEEDS TO BE HANDLED BY OBJECTION TO 
THE FINDINGS, OR AT THE VERY BEST, A MOTION TO ALTER OR 
AMEND THEM, OR AT THE VERY BEST, A MOTION TO HAVE THEM 
CHANGED FOR REASONS OF EXCUSABLE NEGLECT. AND THAT HAS 
TO BE WITHIN A REASONABLE TIME, NOT A COUPLE OF YEARS LATER. 
I JUST THINK UNDER THE CIRCUMSTANCES IT'S TOO LATE. I THINK 
THAT IT NEEDED TO 3E DONE RIGHT AFTER, TWO AND A HALF YEARS 
AGO, AND IT WASN'T. AND I REALLY DON'T THINK YOU HAVE THE 
POWER TO MODIFY THEM OR SET THEM ASIDE AT THIS POINT AND, 
THEREFORE, THEY WILL STAND AND THE MOTION WILL BE DENIED. 
MR. OLSEN: THANK YOU, YOUR HONOR. 
JUDGE DANIELS: I WILL ASK YOU TO PREPARE AN 
ORDER TO THAT EFFECT, MR. OLSEN. 
MR. OLSEN: I WILL DO SO. 
(WHEREUPON, THE HEARING WAS CONCLUDED). 
22 
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' I C E R T I F I C A T E 
2 
3
 I STATE OF UTAH ) 
SS 
4
 | COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
5 
•' I, EILEEN M. AMBROSE, HEREBY CERTIFY THAT I AM 
7
 I A CERTIFIED SHORTHAND REPORTER OF THE STATE OF UTAH; THAT 
8 AS SUCH CERTIFIED SHORTHAND REPORTER, I ATTENDED THE 
9
 HEARING OF THE ABOVE-MENTIONED MATTER AT THAT TIME AND 
10 PLACE SET OUT HEREIN; THAT THEREAT I TOOK DOWN IN SHORTHAND 
11 THE TESTIMONY GIVEN AND THE PROCEEDINGS HAD THEREIN; AND 
12 THAT THEREAFTER I TRANSCRIBED MY SAID SHORTHAND NOTES INTO 
'3 TYPEWRITING, AND THAT THE FOREGOING TRANSCRIPTION IS A 
,4
 FULL, TRUE, AND CORRECT TRANSCRIPTION OF THE SAME. 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19
 ' MY COMMISSION EXPIRES: 
2 0
 | JANUARY HfTH, 1996 
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ftt.lSft Qfeutojj 0.10. 
EILEEN « J AMBROSE, C.S.R. 
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
* * * 
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CORPORATION, a Utah 
Corporation, 
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vs. 
LEWIS H. MOUSLEY, et al., 
Defendant. 
Case No. %880901879 
REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS 
THE COURT'S RULING 
October 23, 1989 
BEFORE THE HONORABLE 
District Court Judge Scott Daniels 
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David Maddox 
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SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH, OCTOBER 19, 1989, A.M. SESSION 
THE COURT: For the record, the case is Gerrard 
Garage vs. Lewis H. Mousley, and others, C88-1879. 
First, a couple of rulings on the interpretation 
of the contract. As I read the contract and I am speaking 
now specifically to the question of building the bridge, it 
appears to me that the contract imposes upon the buyer the 
duty to build this bridge and construct this right-of-way, 
and I don't think that the doctrine of legal impossibility 
excuses that requirement because the contract itself 
specifically provides a remedy in case the bridge isn't 
constructed, and so I think that the buyer had that 
obligation. 
The way I read it, based on—I think it is 
ambiguous. I am taking into consideration the testimony 
about the purpose of it. I think when it says construct a 
right-of-way, it means more than just provide a legal 
right-of-way. Ordinarily you wouldn't "construct a right-
of-way" in the legal sense. You construct a road. I think 
that's what it meant. The buyer was required to construct 
some kind of road that was passable for the purpose along 
the west side of the smaller parcel. 
I think that's what they were required to build 
their bridge, they were required to construct this road, 
and the buyer didn't do it. But I don't think it is a 
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condition of the contract. That is, I don't think it 
excuses performance on the part of the seller. There is a 
specific remedy on the contract and that's the exclusive 
remedy and that's taking the assignment of the Lehr real 
estate contract. And I think that's the sole remedy for 
the failure to do that. 
I don't think that the sellers can claim that the 
late payments through 1985 were a breach of the contract 
because each of those were accepted. And I think that 
waives any right they may have to comment about the late 
payments. I think they waive any right they may have to 
claim about the taxes not being paid, and even the bridge 
being constructed. 
As they accept those payments, they waive their 
right to strict enforcement of those parts of the contract. 
On the other side of the coin, the buyers claim 
that the acreage wasn't released, but they continued to 
make payments, and I think they have also waived any right 
they may have to demand strict compliance with the 
requirement that acreage be released, because they 
continued through the years to make their payments 
apparently without any evidence of any major complaints or 
demands that the acreage be released. And I don't think 
they can come back at this time and say, well, that's the 
reason we breached the contract, because the acreage wasn't 
3 
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released. I think they have also waived their right to 
strict compliance. 
Based upon that and that is a case in equity we 
are talking about foreclosure here, this is an equitable 
case, and as an equitable matter, I think the court has a 
right to fashion an equitable remedy and that's what I am 
inclined to do in this case. I think that neither side is 
really in a position to demand strict compliance or to 
demand the contract be rescinded or demand damages because 
the other side has breached, and I would conclude the 
contract can reaily be reinstated, and I would rule as 
follows: I think the buyers are entitled to reinstate the 
contract if they make full payments that are now due in 
full, including interest less the amount which became due 
to the buyers on the Lehr contract. 
What I am saying is the bridge wasn't built, the 
road wasn't constructed. The sellers then have the right 
to the Lehr contract. Now, the Lehr contract is no longer 
in existence so I think that what needs to be done is 
figure out the value of the Lehr contract payments that 
were made under the Lehr contract, and those amounts should 
be credited to the sellers since that contract should have 
gone to them. So you take how much they should have gotten 
under that Lehr contract, including interest; you deduct 
that from the amount of payments which are now due, 
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including interest, and the buyers can reinstate that 
contract by making that payment.k And I will say they have 
90 days to do that. 
Now, I am going to require the sellers to convey 
to the buyers as many acres of property as the buyers would 
be entitled to if they had been making those conveyances 
all along. That is, once you figure the amount that's been 
paid less the amount of the Lehr contract, they are 
entitled one acre per $7,000 of principle paid. And they 
will be required to make that conveyance immediately. And 
then if the buyers do reinstate the contract, by making the 
payments, the seller would be obligated to make further—at 
that time and at that closing, sellers would be obligated 
to make further conveyance of one acre per $7,000 based 
upon the amount they pay at the time the contract is 
reinstated. If the contract is not reinstated within 90 
days, then an order of foreclosure can enter. It can be 
foreclosed as note and mortgage, but only on the amount of 
real estate that's left after the first conveyance, which 
I'm referring to now of one acre per ever $7,000 of 
principle paid. 
I am not so sure I made that clear. Do you both 
understand what I said here? 
MR. OLSEN: I do. When you say contract 
reinstated, I am assuming because the contract is now due 
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and payable that all amounts due pursuant 
would have to be made within 90 days? 
don f 
had 
gone 
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requ 
have 
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THE COURT: 
t know. I haven 
MR. MADDOX 
it gone on norma; 
THE COURT: 
Well, 
• t ~ 
to 
if it is not acce 
: It would have been 
Lly. 
Okay. 
on normally, then they 
MR. MADDOX 
little confused 
: Your 
on as 
quitable remedy here. 
est the court to begin 
that property availabl 
. 
That's right 
1d have to pay 
Honor, I have 
pai 
the contract 
lerated. I 
d off in 1988 
, then. Had it 
the 
two 
long as the court 
One is that 90--day 
running after they 
e for refinancing 
whole thing. 
questions I 
is fashioning 
payment. I 
convey so we 
or possible 
THE COURT: All right. That's fair. 
MR. MADDOX: To finance it. 
THE COURT: That's fair. 
MR. MADDOX: Secondly, there is a question of 
another—this point four or five years of interest which 
would have accumulated on that $80,000 which is left 
unpaid. I think as a matter of equity, Your Honor, it 
might be appropriate for the court to address or diminish 
that interest amount in light of ds the court has indicated 
both sides make some mistakes in the way they reacted to 
the contract here, yet we are having to pay 100 percent of 
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interest due despite what appears to have been a credible 
complaint. They weren't releasing property to us that 
might have either sold or use as money to pay it off. 
THE COURT: Well, that's true, but your client 
had use of the money. That's the thing. Whoever has the 
money, now. 
MR. MADDOX: But we didn't have use of the land 
and they had use of a quarter million dollars during that 
time period, Judge. 
THE COURT: That's true. I see your argument, 
but I am not inclined to do it. I think if your client had 
made the payments when he should have, then they would have 
the money they could have got interest on it during that 
period of time he had money and did whatever he did with 
it, and I think that they are entitled to the interest on 
the contract and I am not inclined to grant attorneys fees 
on either side. 
MR. MADDOX: One other question that was raised 
on the closing argument. I think the amended complaint 
filed by Bunzyl, they included the Blakes in this case. 
Blakes chose a lot of default. 
MR. OLSEN: I have taken default. 
record would reflect that. 
MR. MADDOX: Therefore, I assume 
was implied the property be released to my 
I think the 
the court order 
client, not the 
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Blakes. 
MR. OLSEN: I haven't signed the default judgment 
against Blake. But as I understand a la Blakes, the intent 
of the bankruptcy proceeding was to abandon any interest 
the Blakes had. That's right. I don't think the Blakes 
have any right, title or interest to the property. 
MR. MADDOX: Thank you, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Now, let's see I don't know who to 
have prepare the findings of fact and conclusions of law on 
this matter. 
MR. MADDOX: If we could get the defendant to do 
it, Your Honor, I think that would be appropriate. 
MR. OLSEN: It's his action. 
THE COURT: I think the plaintiffs probably ought 
to do it. If you will send that to Mr. Olsen for approval 
as to form. 
MR. MADDOX: I will see what I can do, Your 
Honor. Thank you. 
* * * 
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C E R T I F I C A T E 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
: s s . 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
I, NORA S. WORTHEN, a Certified Shorthand 
Reporter, Registered Professional Reporter and Notary 
Public in and for the County of Salt Lake, State of Utah, 
do hereby certify that I reported stenographically the 
hearing which was held on October 23, 1989, and that the 
above and foregoing is a true and correct transcript of 
said proceedings at that time. 
'•v. 
.;>• 
Dated t h i s ^ ^ ^ _ _ d aY o f MaY> 1990. 
.... 7^LS.M^£> 
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REAL ESTATE SALES AGREEMENT 
1. THIS AGREEMENT, made and dated the 1st day of February, 1978, by and 
between LEWIS H. MOUSLEY and RUTH M. MOUSLEY, his wife? and EFFIE P. MOUSLEY 
and OLIVE E. MOUSLEY, FAIRALD R. MOUSLEY, BAYARD Vf. MOUSLEY, OWEN MOUSLEY, 
ARLIN MOUSLEY, NORMA M. WEBB and ELNA M. THOMPSON, harainaftar all designated 
as "Sellera", ANDi GARRARD GARAGE AND IMPLEMENT CORP., a Utah Corporation, 
hereinafter designated as "Buyers". 
WITNESSETH: 
2. That the Sellers, for tha conaldaration herein mentioned, agrea to sail 
and convey to the Buyers, and tha Buyers for tha consideration herein mentioned 
agraa to purchase the following describe real property, situate in tha County 
of Salt Lake, State of Utah, mora particularly described aa followsi 
PARCEL It The West 35 rods of tha Northeaet Quarter of tha South-
east Quarter of Section 11, Township 4 South, Range 1 West, Salt 
Lakn Meridian. Less the following described property sold to UTAH 
PCWJl AND LIGHT COMPANYi Baginnlng at tha North boundary line of tha 
Grantor'a land at a point 1177 feat West, more or lass, from tha 
East one quarter oorner of Section 11, Township 4 South, Range 1 Wast* 
Salt Lake Meridian, and running thence South 2*41* Eaat 1321 feat, 
mora or less, to a South boundary line of aaid land; thence Weat 
184.2ffeet, along said South boundary line) thance North 2*41* West 
590 feet, more or less, to a West boundary line of aaid land; thence) 
North 730 f«et, more or less, along said Weat boundary to aaid North 
boundary line) thence Eaat 143.2 feet along aaid North boundary line) 
to tha point of beginning. 
TOGETHER WITH A NON-EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OF WAY OVER THE WEST 35 FEET OP 
SAID PROPERTY. 
PARCEL 2t The Southwest Quarter of tha Southeast Quartar of Section 11, 
Township 4 South, Range 1 Weat, Salt: LaXe Meridiani Leas tha following 
described property sold to UTAH POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY t Beginning at 
tha Southweat corner of tha Grantor*a land which la tha South ona 
quartar corner of Saction 11, Township 4 South, Range 1 Weat, Salt Lake) 
Meridian; and running thence Eaat 1342.3 feet along tha South boundary 
line of aaid land to tha Southeast corner of said land; thence North 
185 feet along tha Bast boundary line of said land* thence South 89• 
49* Waat 1346.42 feat to tha Weat boundary line of said land; thance) 
South 1*17' Eaat 184 faat along aaid Waat boundary line to tha point 
of baginnlng. 
TOGETHER WxTri ri£\;eert ix3*> *iu*..«.» wT «i:l Cz~izz: Ir^i^atie::. r*tt«nn*** 
Water Stock and forty (40) ahaxaa oi Draper Irrigation Company Watax 
Stock, 
« U h *, 
r-m* 
* < * * 
! w~ f i -t 
V 
J' rf" 
1 
< -f & v * 
Ha* 
# 
•«# 
raV^ 
••V 
3. Said Buyera hereby agree to enter into possession and pay for said 
deecribad premises tha auaa of TWO HUNDRED FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS (4250,000.001 
to witi FIFTY TH0USAWD DOLLARS ($50,000.00) cash, tha racaipt of which i* ^ 3*ra*wt «ra> 
V»- «$$ 
hareby acknowledged, and the balance of TWO HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS ($?pa,«^j0OI. *-;4*j fy 
ehall be payable as followst $20,000.00 per year, togehhar with accrued internet at the rata o* 
eight per cent (8%) p«r annum on the unpaid balance, commencing 
* 
?** 
t - >.' 
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Jaauary X>» 1*™# ** 120.000.00 oa t to 30to doy of January of oacb 
aad ovory yoar ttorooftor* taaattor with accraod la torot t , unt i l aald 
aantraat l a paid U f u l l * 
U t m i t a to l l to ttorgod froa Faaruary 1 , 197* an o i l unpaid portions af tto 
paratoaa arica at tto rata of a% par annua* A l l poyaoato vhlch ara n*do torata 
a to l l to appliod f i r a t to iatoroot aad ttoa to principal* 
* • In ardor ta fani l l ta to tto coavoyanao of tto proparty ia tto ovoat of 
t to doath af tollara* t to partioa aoroto **r«« olojultoaoovaiy with torn* and 
ooaditioaa Harool ta oatabllaa aa oatrow vfitb a l t a T l t l a Corny my
 9 Bolt U t o 
Ci ty , Utah* tollara o*roo to oaooota ond dolivnr to Alto T l t l a Company a 
warranty dtad coavoylna tto otovo doocrltod proparty to Alto T l t l a Conpoay* 
aa truataa* aad aattorlaa aald truataa to racord aald daad and tto roof tor ta 
naavay t l t l a by aponlal varraaty doto ta toyoro or nayora1 aaala»«a apaa pay. 
a*at aa pravldad by tala Aaroaanat aad by caaylianta wltn o i l ottor tama aad 
onadltloaa af tola to**aa*at# I t tola* yndorotood ond aaraod t tot tto trvatoo 
a to l l aat aanvoy any prapo**? ;?itto»<* f i ro * mani^laa approval froa Halan J * 
Olaan* a tto may far tollara, ar Qvaa Mouaiay aad l ino H* Ttooyraa* Thia atol l 
apply ta atroaao roloaao* oa va i l aa anafvoranaa npon f iaoi payaamt* 
5« I t i a oarood t to t t to baak Wo aara# af tto front wolvo ocroo atol l to 
ralaaaad* at t to tian af alarta** pnmaaat ta o aurvoy to to providad by tto 
•oyaro9 and approvod aa ta lanal aaaeriptio* by Sol lor•• 
t . I t l a furttor agraad t to t with aaab additional Savon Thouonto tollara 
(7,000,00) poid by toyoro oa prlaalpal , aaa acra w i l l to ralaaaad v i ta t to 
aapraaa provioioa ttoa taraa aaa<aa ato l l to raloaaad on t to J4»aara tract far 
aaaa oa* aara ralaaaad aa t to I2*>aara t raat , and tto f l r a t ais aaraa raloaaad 
a to l l to f*a» t to J4»aa*a traat* a l l proporty ralaaaad atol l to aantlavaaa and 
adjainla* p*anartj» cad a to l l aot afloat tto froato*o af t to 12*acr* plaaa or 
t to Ml tooa r lAto .a i .ow* and ato l l sat afloat t to fmatasa oto oatry af t to 
)4»aaaa troat aa aa ta I and loo* or attoavlao dapraclata aald property, aad a*#t 
to a* * * * * * * to f a l l o w . 
7. Fravtaiama of laarawi I t i a aaratd t tot layara w i l l plaaa ia aaatav 
v i t a a l to T l t l a Cmaay aa aaalfojooat mi oaatract, aaaiaolaa to Alta T l t l a > -.
 } 
faapay m traatoa, a aaiforo) raal oatata ojmtract wtoraia Togo K» Nyaaa oad 
a* Viala M|aoa# bia « l fa # oro tollara aad H/rahall U a r as4 Jaomiotto 8* U«r 9 
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k i t vifftf etc Buyers, told Centrsct doted Hi/veneer I , l ¥7 i , i t Is egrsed that 
sold Cootreet w i l l be held in escrow ss n e u r i t / unt i l such cine MM the Buyers 
construct • 30 feet rlght-ef«wey on the w s t side of tiie U.ecrs t ract , which 
50 feet tract nay iaeiwde that property pursuant to en ejsrecneat with Utah fewer 
* Ugh* , U be allowed ss s rl9ht.sL.ws7 **d eo security to insure that s 
I t tot bridge i s constmecsd across tbs t u t Jordan Cenei to oonnsct the shewn 
two trssts of property« Upon completion e? *#id r i jUt-of.vey end bridge. Ai ts 
T i t is fl—f en/ w i l l releeee e l l latere** la the cforsnsstioood eeelgnmeot of 
contract* Zn too event ssid right~ef*wey nxi bridge srs sot constructed within 
SSJO (1) year, sold trustee obeli aoeign sold contract to Seller* for ths pwrpeee 
of eenetrectiag ssid rigst.of.wst osd bridge* 
• • Surroysi sellers scree to fwraith the Buyers with soy end e l l survsys 
they sow hove lo their peeeeeeien* Buyers shall pay lor any and a l l ether 
surveys i f Buyer deal re too see*. 
• • snmsnbr sitae of se l ler 's Interest! Sellers hereby scree ea leaf aa this 
Igrssnsnt I s lo f u l l force sad effect , not to sacumbsr Scllere' iaterest in sod 
to too ochjeet property prior to too oouvcyrmoe to Suyers of acreage as hereto 
provided. Xa too event say Use or eoeuabraoca ohall hereafter sccroo agaiaet 
said premieos ey act or neglect of sel lers. Buyers may as their option pay cad 
ttaeaerpn Use saoo and roemive credit 00 tea prloolpol amount then remaining 
to so odd norotndar in the amount of any ouah pspmeet or paymeute, and there* 
after too poyooots horeia pe«eicc4 to be made by the Kqrers to the Sellers may, 
at Coo option of coo Beyere, bo 00 op end sd unt i l ouch t i n * aa such suspended 
pepsjente saall ecjnal 007 owns advanced ee oi^reaald* 
10, In cao event of 0 foi lore so comply with toe tesne hereof by she Boyarot 
e r open Sollnre of too Bu/srs no mafce coy segment or pepments when too nana oeoil 
Isisnn doo* or witbia th i r ty (JO) days thereoftor, the Sellers, or their option 
ehell boon the Sallowing oltomotfvo t imtdlon 
JU to l l e r oeoil boon ana right* *eem fal lnre of the Buyer M> rencdy 
the do fan! t within con days after written notice, to be rclcaced 
from o i l obllgationa In lav and I * cecity to convey aaid property, 
end a l l psyomats which hope boon node theretofore on this contract 
by the Buyer, shall bo forfeited to the Seller aa liquidated dsnacjes 
for the ooaupocfitmsnss of the eeatrastt end the Buyer agrees that 
Che Seller nap at bis option re.en'cr sad take possession of said 
premises without legal procesees * ' la I t s f i r s t sad former estate* 
together with a i l layroisnisti and edditlsas mode by the Buyer 
1, end the sold oddltlono mm* Inpreoomsnts shell rsmoia with 
* 
i 
a*-
f. 
t^'ii 
• i - ^ 
• * A-
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tho land • •con* tho property of tho 5olUr, tho huyor h«oo»ing ot 
ooco • tonont ot v i U of Uio Sollors or 
|« Tho ftollor any bring ouit ond recovor Jud^yit (or 4ll dtlinquont 
inotollaootOt including cooto •Ml Attorney* ftat. (Tho «•* of thin 
rontdy on 000 or Mrt OCC4»O1OHO fboll not pr«vunt tho Sollor, ot hi* 
option, front rooorttng to oao of tho othor romdloo horoundor lo tho 
ovont of • ouhooo.uont dofoult)| or 
C. Tho Sollor ohoil novo tho rifHtr ot his option, and upon trrltton notlco 
*o tho ouyor* to doclnro tho rotlro unpold b*ionco horoundor «t onco 
duo ond poyohl*? ond tugr oloct to troot thlo contract on • ooto ond 
•wtdfcgo* •** pooo t i t l o to th* fciyor oubjoct thoroto, ond procood 
ioMdlotoly to foroelooo tho *ooo in occordonco vlth th* lov» of tho 
l U l i of Utoh, ond hnvo tho prootrty told on*4 tho proooodo oppHod 
to too poywoot of tho bolonoo ovlug, Including oeoto ond ottornoy'o 
fooi? ond too fol io* nay ho*o O judpumt for ony dofloioney which 
noy ro»*la« In tho 0000 of forocloouro, tho Sollor t.#roundor, upon 
tho f i l ing of o oonplolot, ohoU bo lsnodlotaly «ntltlo4 to tho 
oppolntnont of • roooivor to toko po too ••ion of oold nortg*tod property 
ond colloot tho rooto9 loo*** ond profito Ltar«fr*m ond npply tho oo»o 
to tho poyont of tho obligotlon horoundor» or hold tho M M ^urouont 
to orvUr of tho oourti ond tho Sollor, upon ontry of Judgment of 
fovoolooojroi ohoil ho ontitlod to tho poooootloo of tho oold proniooo 
during tho poriod of r<<—ptloo» 
fr 
f-V P 
i *• 
if 
-" i" 
t^jt1** 
V-ff 
11* It lo ogrood thot tin* U tho oooooco of thlo oKrooaont. 
12# Fooo ood Coolo^ tho Buyo* ond Sollor oocb ngrot tiiot nhould thoy dofoult 
lo o*y of tho •oronooro 00 ogroonooto cootolnod horoln, tho aofoultlng porty 
•boil poy oi l cooto ond o«ponooot Utlodl >g 0 roooonohU ottornoy'o foo§ vhlch 
•MQf orioo 00 oocroo from omfocolog thio ogrooaontt or in purouin^ any mnody 
providod horoMOdor or hy tho ogotetoo of tho Stoto of Utoh9 vhothor ouch ronody 
l o pornuod by f i l ing oolft ojr othorvloo* 
L3. toopo of Agr>ononti It lo horohy oxproooly ondorotood ond ogrood by tho 
portloo horoto that tho ignowojit horoln fiholl ouporood* ond roploco oi l prior 
nogotiotlono ond ogro—onto hagifoon tho ptortino orol or urltton portolnlng to 
ony or o i l of tho ooojoot proporty* I t i i umdorotood on J ogrood thoi tho Wyor 
•noil novo tho right to f 1U god rooord 0 ootloo of t n u . ^ t in ond to tho ouh-
Joot pgopooty* It la fwrthoo yndoooiood Jiot tho diviol00 of %oio proooodo ohoil 
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STATE OF UTAH 
) b B . 
County of Salt Lake ) 
J ^ f / ^ 
On the / - V day o f f //S/r<'/jlv' , 19/U, p e r s o n a l ! / appt-.m-d bel'o 
mo, a Notary P u b l i c , the f o l l o w i n g : l.EyoS H. MUILSLL'Y, RUTH M. M»»U:;I.I:Y, EFF 
P. M0US1.EY, OLIVE i:. MGUSLEY, FAIRALD K. MOU.LKY, BAYAKU W. M«'UM.FY , OWEM 
MOUSLEY, Ai<LIN MOUSLEY, NORMA M. VfEBB, and ELNA M. TllOMPiMM, th..- -Kjnors o 
the f o r e g o i n g i n s t r u m e n t , who a l l du ly acknowledge t o mo t i n t ihoy are the 
S e l l e r s d e s i g n a t e d a s a f o r e m e n t i o n e d , and tlw.y e x e c u t e d the same. 
( No I a 1 ',' > l f l > I AC 
l'e 
ii-: 
My Coiwnusion Exi••ires: S ~~ '"~s/ S ^ 
i<U„S in, S7S4^*S / ^ ^ 
C^"' 
Res 
BUYERS: 
GARRARD GARAGE AND IMPLEMENT CORP., 
a Utah Corporation 
C. 
*r* A ^M :3b '///t&sv.. 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
) s s . 
County o f S a l t Lake ) 
On the 2 day o f Vts&fctf&K , 197«, p e r s o n a l l y appeared b e f o r e me, 
a Notary P u b l i c , T ^ u * . Ar\. ^ ^ m * r 4
 w h u 
d i d appear b e f o r e me as t h e yfcjfe*>fcGcOV tor 
GARRARD GARAGE AND IMPLEMENT CORP., a Utah C . T i t r a t i o n , and d id *ay t h a t m 
b e h a l f o f a a i d C o r p o i a t i o n , d i d 
e x e c u t e the same. 
(Notary Public) 
My CommubLon E x p i r e s : *"T»\? .^0 
Res id i iuj i n : ^ ^ T ^ ^ . Q-vT^ O»TM 
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